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Abstract

In the present research the author studied and analyzed provisions of the United States, German and Russian criminal law on bankruptcy and bankruptcy related crimes. Despite the contrast between the United States pro-debtor and German pro-creditor approaches, the author claimed possible to find in both regimes solutions applicable in Russia. For the purposes of the research the author analyzed legal and practical issues the United States, German and Russian practitioners have to deal with in an effort to prosecute criminal behavior in bankruptcy, and compared the approaches to suggest modifications into the Russian Criminal Code.

As a result, the author found that the United States criminal law in the first place protects the integrity of the bankruptcy system, while German criminal law primarily protects economic rights of creditors. Because Russian bankruptcy system at present is in the process of formation yet, application of the American model was not found practicable. Particular provisions of German criminal law (section 283b, parts 2 and 3 of section 283 of the German Penal Code) were found to be appropriate solutions for the present. The author suggested to impose criminal liability on trustees for any act committed knowingly in the course of bankruptcy proceedings, which caused diminution of the estate, and reconsider essentiality of the intent and materiality requirements for several sections (e.g. 177, 195-197) of the Russian Criminal Code.
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Introduction

During the past centuries credit has become an essential and efficient mechanism of every national economy. Due functioning of this mechanism, achieved by means of balanced regulation of debtor and creditor relations under bankruptcy law, however, is at permanent risk, caused by mere abuse by a debtor of opportunities the accumulation of creditors’ money in his hands may provide. As a response to this challenge legal systems of all nations designed mechanisms to discipline management and ensure due administration and security of creditors’ assets, criminal law provisions due to their deterrent effect being the last but not least source of the protection sought.

In the countries presented in the research – the United States of America, Germany and Russia – the phenomena of bankruptcy and criminal bankruptcy law were given birth in different periods of time and under different historical, cultural, political and religious conditions, which predetermined different treatment by these nations of entrepreneurship, debt, financial distress and business ethics concepts. The United States regime is well-known for its model solutions for balancing the task of creditors’ economic interests’ protection with the task of implementation of business encouragement initiatives. Germany presents a strong pro-creditor regime with slightly limited management liability. Russia in its turn is currently in the process of the effective bankruptcy regime formation, however, trying to follow the American model.

Understanding criminal law as one of the most effective mechanisms employed by state for the purpose of prevention and combating wrongful behavior in bankruptcy, in the present research the author focused on the legal tools invented and developed by the United States and Germany, to find out what lessons of these regimes could be learnt by Russia. Despite evident contrast between the United States pro-debtor and German pro-creditor regimes, the author presumed each of them to possess features and legal constructions that could be useful for Russia to know and/or apply.
The author pursued the following two goals. First of all, the author concentrated on study and analysis of the United States, German and Russian criminal law provisions devoted to criminal behavior in bankruptcy, in order to find out what issues and dilemmas practitioners have to deal with in an effort to prosecute criminal behavior in bankruptcy. The second goal was to find out if the United States and/or German solutions could be appropriately employed in the Russian reality, and what practical suggestions the author could make based on the research, in order the Russian Criminal Code to be respectively amended.

To fulfill the aims of the research, the author employed the descriptive method (by compilation and review of analytical material on bankruptcy and bankruptcy criminal law in the United States, Germany and Russia), and the comparative analysis method (to compare approaches to the phenomenon and known dilemmas, hindering the combating criminal behavior in bankruptcy at proper level). The author focused on the works of scholars analyzing and commenting on bankruptcy criminal law of their own countries independently, but has revealed the research gap in the field of comparative analysis (with specific focus on Russia) of modern bankruptcy criminal law provisions of the regimes studied.

The American theorist and practitioner Stephanie Wickouski presented an overall historical and legal analysis of the bankruptcy criminal law system of the U.S. in general and of legal construction of each bankruptcy crime of the United States Bankruptcy Criminal Code in particular. Bradley Hansen in his work showed the main economic, social and political factors of the United States Bankruptcy system’s growth and development throughout the history of the United States. Ronald Peterson in his work unfolded the criminal liability problems of those who practise in bankruptcy law, and highlighted the issues and dangers of the routine work of bankruptcy lawyers. A young scholar Maurizio Pontani focused in his work particularly on the analysis of pre-bankruptcy crimes and the history of bankruptcy and the determinants of the phenomenon in general, as well as Elizabeth Anderson, whose overview of the socio-economic factors of bankruptcy growth demonstrated the shift in ethics and rule of bankruptcy throughout
the late centuries. Among German scholars and those who devoted their research to German law are Matthias Casper and Patrick Ryan, who presented excellent research on personal criminal liability issues in bankruptcy crimes, as well as Martin Herrmann and Michael Keppel, the tandem focused on specific issues of bankruptcy law. Special attention to the bankruptcy regimes of all three countries was paid by the scholar team of Erik Berglöf, Howard Rosenthal, Ernst-Ludwig von Thadden. The Russian criminal law history theorists’ works of the 20th century, namely of Ivan Foynitsky and Sergey Poznyshev, which highlighted the main phases of the bankruptcy and criminal bankruptcy law development; and contemporary criminal law scholars’ works, namely of Boris Volgenkin, Natalya Lopashenko, Sergey Maksimov, which presented a detailed legal analysis of the relative Criminal Code sections, as well significantly contributed to the present work.

In Chapter I of the thesis the author described the legal tools Title of the United States Code provides to combat criminality in bankruptcy, and highlighted the issues practitioners face when applying them. The set of bankruptcy crimes the 18 Chapter of the United States Code contains, demonstrates a variety of modes of criminal behavior in or preceding bankruptcy, the state sought to predict and prosecute in an effort to balance the unlimited business-risk philosophy of its society, for the sake of creditors’ and state’s economic interests protection.

Indebtedness and financial distress are treated as the worst evil by Germans, as the business suffers imminently not only from social mistreatment in case of failure, but may be severely punished by German legal system as well, namely by means of inflexible to business needs and extremely strict mechanisms introduced by criminal law of Germany. The research on this is presented in Chapter II of the thesis, where the author described and commented on Sections 283-283d of the German Penal Code, devoted to bankruptcy and bankruptcy related crimes.

Finally, the growing economy of Russia, typically represented through a completely different approach to life, welfare and entrepreneurship, in the context of its rules on bankruptcy
and bankruptcy crimes, is described in Chapter III of the thesis. The author explained some of the main terms and categories of the Russian bankruptcy procedure, of bankruptcy and bankruptcy related crimes, as well as the latest trends of the Russian government’s policy on bankruptcy regulation and bankruptcy crimes prevention. In the same chapter the author also suggested possibly appropriate modifications into the Russian criminal law.
Chapter 1: Bankruptcy crimes in the United States of America

**History and Determinants of the United States Bankruptcy Law and Bankruptcy Crimes**

The United States were born by efforts of those who escaped from their native lands for better luck, freedom of thought and fulfillment, those yearning after adventure and profits. The States’ religion and rituals, behavior models, social customs and business practices, although resting on European culture fundamentals, were newly built by these escapees. The American frontiernmen built their “American credo”1 having enriched the British moral basics with the principles of equality, freedom, significance of individualism and private property, as well as the spirit of struggle. Undoubtedly, Protestantism significantly influenced the American world vision, in particular, predetermined state policies, management philosophy, individual and societal morality and economic activities of its citizens. In some regions the religion, however, modified depending on the environmental background and political prerequisites, but the core concept – of a direct dialogue between a man and God, without the mediators’ assistance – survived. The dialogue’s substance, however, and the foreseeable response of God to the conduct of His children, especially in view of the said socially predetermined shift, has changed. Manifesting nonconformity with the old order, the dissenting US community degenerated the religion into a new set of beliefs, and became the so called “protestants staying in Protestantism”2.

As a result of geographical, political and economic perturbations (severe living conditions, extremely low density of population, political instability, lack of money), American protestants recognized man’s conduct as ethical, when it was beneficial and useful, all the religious categories known to serve as pillars of man’s spiritual growth: “goodness”, “welfare”, “happiness”, were perceived and accepted through the filter of their practical use and advantageous nature. Personal welfare and success, regardless of the means used to reach the

---

success, have become the rationale for any act the living circumstances prescribed a man to commit. The concept of egoism\textsuperscript{3} teaching the mind to be the tool necessary to survive, demonstrates that the individual will survive or not depending on his own ability to be rational to the extent the circumstances demand. Thus the emerging American society demanded a pragmatically modified religion, partially the religion of rational egoism, in order to be excused for its sometimes ambiguous, sometimes even sinful in the eyes of the Church, but definitely the new way of living, one they ultimately needed not only to survive, but to justify to themselves their struggle and developed thirst for power and success\textsuperscript{4}. Such religion, as mentioned, although based on Protestantism values, has grown into the ‘morality-free’ set of customs and rules called the capitalist ethic, which stipulated generated predomination of pecuniary gain over the honor of Christian virtue and monetary and social servitude (debtor imprisonment was an extreme, but commonly used, form of punishment for insolvency\textsuperscript{5} de facto and de jure.

The first act regulating issues of bankruptcy in the United States was adopted in 1800 and was modeled after the English Statute of Anne, in the 19\textsuperscript{th} century followed, however, by a number of modifying acts. So, the Bankruptcy Act of 1898 was modified upon the initiative of Congress by the Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1978, which, along with major amendments passed in 1984, 1986, and 1994, is currently known as the Bankruptcy Code. The Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1978, besides strengthening the powers and enlarging the competence of bankruptcy judges, replaced Chapters 10 and 11 with Chapter 11 corporate reorganizations, as well as the previous consumer bankruptcy Chapter 13 with Chapter 13, containing new sections, thus having made reorganization under the Bankruptcy Code easier. After the certain parts of the Act were recognized to be unconstitutional, the Congress adopted the Bankruptcy Amendments and Federal Judgeship Act of 1984. The Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005, which was given effect in October 2005, was designed to make going bankrupt under


\textsuperscript{4} Ibid., p. 40

Chapter 7 (forgiving most of debts) more difficult for individuals. As response to another challenge the Act also made Chapter 11 business reorganizations more difficult and costly.

By the bankruptcy statute enacted in 1800 perjury with respect to assets in a bankruptcy case was admitted to be a crime. The 1857 Act in its turn contained many criminal provisions, developed and supplemented by the Bankruptcy Act of 1898 provisions, which gave first and mainly preserved version of currently known Section 152. The following 1937 amendments included the Borah Act, which prohibited fee fixing agreements in bankruptcies and receiverships. Next time the Bankruptcy Criminal Code was amended in 1978 and 1994, when Sections 156 and 157 were added. “The old sections continue to apply to crimes completed before the effective date of the Act, which was October 22, 1994. The new sections apply to all cases begun on or after the effective date”\(^6\)

Before passing to the overview of American criminal law provisions on bankruptcy, it seems appropriate to highlight some issues, general for all bankruptcy and bankruptcy related crimes.

First of all, it is the issue of relations and/or interests (collective/personal legal goods) the bankruptcy crimes target, and the state seeks to protect. The case law provides a number of categories which in opinion of courts the state sought to protect by criminalizing one or another act, and one has to agree with all of those opinions. It is difficult to segregate and rank one above another the “integrity of the bankruptcy system”\(^7\) and the interests of creditors (i.e. their interest in the assets of the debtor\(^8\) as one category is interrelated with and predetermines another. Meanwhile, bankruptcy system maintained by and in the name of the state is undoubtedly a superior to a creditor or creditors’ institution, initially built to serve the interests of the state, its economy by means of protection of stability of the existing economic order, the credit system and creditors’ economic interests. Additionally, bankruptcy system provides all members of the business community with common rules initially binding upon each and every one seeking to belong to the named community. In this way, implementing unconsciously the so-called ‘anti-


discipline policies’, the violator would put the whole legal order of the state in danger of chaotic and unreliable behavior models’ dominance. However, when the section protects legal goods (relations) different from those mentioned above or specific to them, the author additionally sought to provide the details on such in the analysis of the sections.

Secondly, mens rea part of almost every bankruptcy crime in the U.S. jurisdiction presumes acting ‘knowingly and fraudulently’. The act construed as committed knowingly is not accidental, is “done voluntarily and intentionally, not because of accident, mistake or other innocent reason”\(^9\) willful blindness not excused as well\(^10\) However, an action “in good faith” is treated as lying on the other side of one taken knowingly\(^11\) “Fraudulent” means “intended to deceive”\(^12\) implying a specific “intent to defraud the bankruptcy court or obstruct the bankruptcy process not necessarily required”\(^13\) Further, fraud itself means that the perpetrator acts with the “intent to deceive or to cheat parties affected by the bankruptcy case”\(^14\) and generally cannot be given an invariable definition, as it “includes all surprise, trick, cunning, dissembling in any unfair way by which another is cheated”\(^15\) “Transactions intended to keep funds or assets away from trustee’s administration, will be subject to the 152 (1)”\(^16\)

Thirdly, the statute of limitations. “18 U.S.C. 3282 provides that indictments must be brought within five years of the commission of the crime. However, 18 U.S.C. § 3284 provides that the offense of concealment of assets of a debtor under title 11 is a continuing offense and the five years statute does not begin to run until the debtor is discharged or a discharge is denied. The extension granted by section 3284 only applies to the crime of concealment, no additional time is

---


\(^13\) Stephanie Wickouski, *Bankruptcy crimes*, p. 30


\(^16\) Stephanie Wickouski, *Bankruptcy crimes*, p. 31
granted for other offenses, such as false oaths on petitions and schedules, even though the false oath is used to conceal assets”

Finally, punishment imposable for violation of Sections 152, 153, and 157, 18 U.S.C. are up to five years imprisonment and a maximum fine of $250,000 for individuals and $500,000 for corporations. Practically, however, the sentence shall be based “on the amount of loss, whether court orders were obstructed, the person's role in the offense, and other prescribed factors” under the sentencing guidelines.

**Bankruptcy Crimes in the United States of America**

**Concealment of assets (Section 152 (1) of the 18 Title, U.S.C.)**

To enforce debtors’ compliance with bankruptcy rules section 152 (1) of Title 18, the United States Code (hereinafter referred to as U.S.C.) penalized knowing and fraudulent concealment from a custodian, trustee, marshall or other officer of the court charged with the control or custody of property, any property belonging to the estate of a debtor, with a penalty of a fine and/or imprisonment not exceeding 5 years (the same punishment is provided for any act criminalized by Section 152).

With regard to the criminal characteristics, the section applies not only to a debtor, but to other persons as well and is designed to reach “all individuals” who may commit such fraud on the bankruptcy system. A “debtor” is defined under 18 U.S.C. 151 as “a debtor concerning who, a petition has been filed under Title 11”, therefore broad construction of the section allows

---


prosecute individuals who concealed assets of the company they are in control. What is an “act” is unclear. Appellate courts confirmed interpretation of act under 152 (1) as both the transfer of assets and a false statement or omission on a bankruptcy schedule, so the term “concealment” is not limited to physical secretion and is given and is probably to be given a very broad interpretation by courts and includes also “preventing discovery or withholding knowledge by refusal or failure to divulge information” and any other actions “that impede a bankruptcy trustee’s ability to distribute assets of the debtor to the debtor’s creditors”. Concealment of assets is a continuing offense: it takes place at the moment of filing petition for bankruptcy and is an act which goes on until detected or its consequences are purged; the act itself can take place before or after bankruptcy, thus the statute of limitations does not begin to run until the debtor is granted or denied a discharge. The term of “assets” may be defined as:

“legal or equitable interest of the assignor in property, which includes anything that may be the subject of ownership, whether real or personal, tangible or intangible, including claims and causes of action, whether arising by contract or in tort, wherever located, and by whomever held at the date of the assignment, except property exempt by law from forced sale. The property must, however, be held in trust for the bankrupt, and must exist as such relevantly to the debtor – if there is no bankruptcy or if the property does not belong to the estate or the debtor, concealment is not present. Consequently, procedurally exactly this all-inclusive duty of the debtor to disclose information about all the property that might be a part of the estate (even the status of which is uncertain at the moment of concealment, or if the title to the asset does not belong to the bankruptcy estate), the legislator intended to counterbalance with the liability risk under 152 (1).

---

24 Stephanie Wickoski, Bankruptcy crimes, p. 29
26 Stephanie Wickoski, Bankruptcy crimes, p. 37
29 Stephanie Wickoski, Bankruptcy crimes, p. 29
The courts tend to construe the term broadly to expand the definition of “property of the estate” for criminal purposes. The value of property concealed is irrelevant as far as 152 (1) is concerned, concealment has no materiality element.

The elements of the concealment under 152 (1) that the prosecutors would have to prove are as follows: that the bankruptcy proceeding was in existence; that the defendant fraudulently concealed the property; and that the property belonged to the bankruptcy estate. “Each asset concealed after the filing of the petition constitutes a separate offense,” thus the task of the investigator in this case, will be to find proof evincing the criminal intent of the actor with regard to every particular asset so concealed, which may be regardless of his effort be overextended in time and extremely cumbersome. Given that to detect and prove the mental state of the criminal at the moment of his criminal acting, and his attitude to his own act, would require either absolute honesty and readiness to cooperate, or unrebuttable documentary and testimonial evidence of his fraudulent intent, given that ab initio every white-collar knows the value of the assets, the consequences of crisis and financial death of the company, the method of wrongful alienation of the company’s property, and is interested, the author finds possible to suggest for consideration the possibility of imposing strict liability on the offender. In the author’s view such measure (an alternative could be to exclude from mens rea part the “fraudulent intent” part) would allow the prosecution authorities reach the most legally educated white-collars, cut the trial procedures in time and discipline reckless businessmen.

---

34 United States v. Beery, 1982, 10th Circuit, accessed 22 March 2011, http://ftp.resource.org/courts.gov/c/F2/678/678.F2d.856.79-1464.html. A good example of the defendant denying intent, his defence strategy being not the most sophisticated strategy, but clearly showing the intent of the defendant to avoid criminal liability, he said that he “considered the bankruptcy proceeding invalid and openly resisted the efforts of both Turner brothers to seize assets”.
36 Although the strict liability doctrine is not widely applied in the U.S. criminal law, and typically would help reach criminals for minor offences (with some exceptions like for statutory rape, for instance), in case of bankruptcy crimes, due to the special social danger of these, nullification of “having to know” intent and making the business manager responsible for any damages or harm his actions have caused regardless of any intention to do harm or cause damage seems to be quite helpful to curb criminality in bankruptcy and would definitely become an obstacle for white-collars in the process of designing and implementing the fraud schemes in bankruptcy. The author made the suggestion knowing, however, the latest trend in the U.S. criminal law, for the general rejection of the strict liability notion, see Sections 2.02-2.05 of the Model Penal Code, accessed 23 March 2011, http://www1.law.umkc.edu/suni/CrimLaw/MPC_Provisions/model_penal_code_default_rules.htm
False oaths, accounts and declarations (18 U.S.C. 152 (2), 152 (3))

Sections 152 (2) and 152 (3) determine criminal liability for knowing and fraudulent false oath or account in or in relation to any case under title 11, and knowing and fraudulent false declaration, certificate, verification or statement under penalty of perjury under section 1746 of title 28 (allow unsworn declaration to be made instead of sworn statements), in or in relation to any case under title 11. Typically, the sections make the commitment of the crime subject to ‘fraudulent and knowing’ act, the debtor must have willfully made a false statement with the intent to defraud his or her creditors (however, “the requisite intent to defraud can be supplied by the cumulative effect of a series of innocent mistakes which evidence a pattern of reckless and cavalier disregard for the truth”).

The rule was, however, “confronted” by a bankruptcy lawyer John Gellene, convicted for the violation of 152 while representing his client, who interpreted fraudulently as requiring not merely intent to deceive, but intent to defraud, i.e. the defendant must intend to deprive someone of some right, interest or property by deceit, not merely mislead. The argument was rejected by the court based on Gellene’s narrow interpretation to limit the statute’s scope to false statements that deprive the debtor of his property or the bankruptcy estate of its assets. The Court argued that such interpretation was not intended by the Congress, first, because the plain wording of the statute suggests no such limited scope, second, that the term ‘fraudulent’ includes statements made with intent to defraud, but is not limited to it. However, following the plain wording of the sections, the position of Gellene appears to be at least controversial taken into account the evident designation of both sections at issue, as well as of the section considered above – to ensure due functioning of the bankruptcy system, to secure the triangle and so meaningful from economic and social perspectives relations between a debtor and a creditor, the debtor and the state, the creditor and the state, by means of rule of law, legally protected bankruptcy procedure.

38 Ibid.
and effective penalty system for those not complying with the state requirements to doing and failing business. In such case the intent to defraud is irrelevant, because by the section at issue exactly and exclusively misleading has been penalized, as the core and technically the only essential for the purpose of protection of the bankruptcy procedure act. Interestingly, that by the construction given by the Court in U.S. v. Rowe (Rowe did not list on the bankruptcy schedule the rent payments, while these payments were made by the company formed by Rowe but owned by his friend), “in a false statement prosecution, an answer to a question is not fraudulent if there is an objectively reasonable interpretation of the question under which the answer is not even false”\(^{40}\) the court reversed Rowe’s conviction on the counts that objectively reasonable interpretation of the ‘expenditure’ schedule would be to exclude payments by non-debtor parties\(^{41}\).

Subsection (2) of Section 152 also prohibits making of false accounts. The term “account” is not defined in the statute. Generally the term “account” means a reconciliation or reporting of a financial activity -- i.e., an accounting. Thus a “debtor’s in possession monthly report, a trustee’s semi-annual report, a trustee’s final report in an asset case; a creditor's report of rents received, and an auctioneer's report of sale are all examples of accounts and simultaneously of those ‘persons’ that may be liable”\(^{42}\).

The False oath provisions of 152 (2) and the False Declarations provisions of 18 U.S.C. 152 (3) are closely related. The elements of a violation of Subsection 3 are the same as those that apply to a Subsection 2 violation. The only difference is that a violation under Subsection 3 does not require the false declaration or statement to have been made under oath. Interestingly, that even in case of the strong evidence for 152 (1), 151 (2) would serve as an independent ground for conviction, and would be counted separately from 152 (1)\(^{43}\). In the author’s view, this


\(^{41}\) Stephanie Wickouski, Bankruptcy crimes, p. 44

\(^{42}\) Ibid.

\(^{43}\) “U.S. v. Archibald, in which the debtor filed a chapter 13 petition in 2003, listing a 100 percent interest in a company that owned an adult entertainment club, valued at $2,000. On the secured creditor’s motion to dismiss, the debtor testified that the sum of $2,000 represented his initial investment in the club, and on cross-examination, he admitted that the company had no debt and was worth approximately $4.0 million. The debtor then testified, in response to questions by the court, that the $2,000 was the value of the last license for the club and admitted again that the club was worth $4.0 million. The court therefore dismissed the chapter 13 proceeding, finding that the debtor had abused the bankruptcy
distinguishes the 152 (2, 3) sections from 152 (1) by the varying legal goods under the protection of state. Seemingly, both imply about the same target – the assets constituting the estate, but protect different legal goods, 152 (1) serving mainly the interests of creditors, 152 (2, 3) – first the interests of justice, then the assets’ protection.

**False claims (18 U.S.C. 152 (4))**

In an attempt to prosecute bad faith creditors equally with debtors, the section criminalized making a knowing and fraudulent false claim for proof against the estate of a debtor, or using such claim in any case under title 11, in a personal capacity or as or through an agent, proxy or attorney.

According to the Bankruptcy Code, a claim is a right arising before the petition. It is also considered to be a “legal document submitted to the court by a creditor of the entity that has filed bankruptcy; it is immaterial whether the claim is reduced to judgment, liquidated, unliquidated, fixed, contingent, mature, immature, disputed, undisputed, legal, equitable, secured, or unsecured”. The creditor makes a claim in a bankruptcy case by filing a proof of claim with the Bankruptcy Court and “if no objection, the claim is deemed to be “allowed”. In case the false claim or amount of claim appear on the bankruptcy schedules of the debtor, the creditor by ‘passive omission’ would fall out of the section, but the person who has intentionally overstated the claim, could become liable not only under 152 (4), but also under 152 (3) in light of 1111 (a) of the Bankruptcy Code, equating filing a proof of claim with listing a claim.

---

process. The debtor’s troubles did not end there. After the trustee referred the matter to the FBI, the debtor gave several contradictory explanations for his valuation and therefore, was indicted for knowingly and fraudulently concealing property of the estate (18 U.S.C. 152(1)) and making a false oath in a bankruptcy case (18 U.S.C. 152(2)). A jury convicted the debtor on both counts, rejecting his argument that he was unfamiliar with bankruptcy law and the process of filling out bankruptcy petitions. One key piece of evidence was the debtor’s 1991 chapter 13 filing, which was converted to chapter 7 because the debtor’s failure to list the *same company* in his schedules. On appeal, the Eleventh Circuit concluded that evidence of intent to conceal assets was sufficient. The debtor knew the company was worth well more than $2,000 – he estimated the value of the club between $3.0 and $5.0 million in several pre-petition loan applications – and his explanations for the $2,000 valuations were “woefully inconsistent”, Patricia Brown Fugee, “Those Pesky Schedules: Be Careful, Creditors and Others Are Reading Them”, accessed 23 March 2011, [URL]

44 Stephanie Wickouski, *Bankruptcy crimes*, p. 50
46 11 U.S.C., 502 (a), accessed 23 March 2011, [URL]
47 Stephanie Wickouski, *Bankruptcy crimes*, p. 51
48 Ibid.
The legal goods the section therefore protects seem to be the value of the estate and coherently the economic interests of creditors, as well as the integrity of bankruptcy system as the general target. The mens rea element requires fraudulent and knowing action by the ‘person’ making a claim. In this sense instructive are cases of Connery and Overmyer, where the court held that if a claimant sets up a sham transaction, which in turn becomes the basis for a claim, the claim is false (1), and that a criminal culpability may arise even when the claimant did not actually prepare or sign the claim, provided that the evidence demonstrating the claimant’s involvement and participation in the scheme and in the filing of the proof of claim appears persuasive to the court. However, the count could be discharged if the defendant proves he acted in ‘good faith’.

Receiving property with the intent to defeat the Bankruptcy Code and bribery (18 U.S.C., 152 (5, 6))

The section criminalized acceptance by creditors or other non-debtors of debtor’s property outside of the bankruptcy process, as well as acceptance of a bribe from a debtor. Again, the presumed purpose of the section appears to punish parties who benefit from the debtor’s evasion of the bankruptcy procedure restrictions and rules, the bankruptcy distribution process in particular, to ensure the bankruptcy procedure and the bankruptcy system as such, the good faith creditors’ economic interests (by the principle of equitable distribution of the estate between the creditors), and generally the efficacy of the judicial system.

The transfer generally (a specific exception see in Knoell v. U.S.) must occur after the filing of a case under title 11, and the property must be received from the debtor (generally, but

---

50 Stephanie Wickouski, Bankruptcy crimes, p. 52
51 Ibid., p. 54
52 Ibid., p. 56
not necessarily directly from the debtor. In addition 125 (5) prosecutes violation of the statutory restrictions on sale, use or lease of property on cash collateral usage.

Section 152 (5) implies the materiality element, which is to be deliberated by courts depending on the facts and circumstances of the case. There is no settled case law that would define the term “material amount”. “Property” must belong to the debtor or be under his control.

151 (6), bribery. The conduct of the person is criminal when he knowingly and fraudulently gives, offers, receives or attempts to obtain any money or property, remuneration, compensation, reward, advantage or promise thereof for acting or forbearing to act in any case under title 11. The rationale for bribing creditors is at the surface – in manipulation of votes to finally obtain confirmation of reorganization over the dissenting creditors’ votes.

Mrs. Wickouski underlines that as long as the debtor (or creditor) does not act fraudulently, whatever action he takes, including procedural attacks or objections, motions for relief of stay, his behavior is treated as legitimate (which might not always correspond to the principle of good faith), it would not constitute criminal offence. So, in the opinion of Mrs. Wickouski, “the line is crossed when the creditor offers or extracts from the debtor consideration that the debtor may not legally give, and a deal is not to be disclosed to other creditors, it is likely to be viewed as suspicious while full disclosure of any offers to act or not act, e.g., compromise claims, would negate any suggestion of criminal intent”.

Fraudulent pre-bankruptcy transfers (18 U.S.C. 152 (7))

A person who in personal capacity or as an agent or officer of any person or corporation, in contemplation of a case under title 11 by or against the person or any other person or

---

55 The debtor cannot use, lease or sale the property outside the ordinary course of business without court approval and after notice and the opportunity for a hearing, see 11 U.S.C., 363 (b) (1), accessed 8 March 2011, http://http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/usc_sec_11_00000363---.html
56 Cash collateral cannot be used without the consent of the party with interest in the cash collateral or court approval, see 11 U.S.C., 363 (c) (2), accessed 8 March 2011, http://http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/usc_sec_11_00000363---.html
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corporation, or with intent to defeat the provisions of title 11, knowingly and fraudulently transfers or conceals any of his property or the property of such other person or corporation, would be held criminally liable.

The elements of the offense to be proved by the investigation officer are as follows: that the defendant transferred or concealed his/her property or the property of another; that such an act of concealment or transfer was done in contemplation of a case under title 11 or with the intent to defeat the provisions of title 11. The defendant must be an officer, director, agent (the qualification issues arise with regard to the authority and thus the liability of the agent though), or an employee acting on behalf of the corporate debtor.

The term ‘transfer’ is not given definition by the Bankruptcy Criminal Code (hereinafter referred to as Code), however, is defined by the Bankruptcy Code (typically referred to in the context of avoiding powers), and means “each mode, direct or indirect, absolute or conditional, voluntary or involuntary, of disposing or a parting with property or with an interest in property.” ‘Transfers’ include “payments, foreclosures, sales, grants, gifts, losses, lease or contract terminations, and license revocations or suspensions. Even though the usage of the term ‘transfer’ in the context of Bankruptcy Criminal Code is not identical to the same in context of Bankruptcy Code, they overlap to a great extent and the definition provided by the former has been often used by the courts in the interpretation of 152 (7).” The mens rea part is complete if the transfer as in contemplation of a bankruptcy case or with the intent of defeating the Bankruptcy Code. For establishment of the element of “contemplation of a bankruptcy case” a knowledge of financial problems of the debtor, and the potential for an eventual bankruptcy is enough, it is not requisite the defendant to cause the bankruptcy case to be filed, however, if one was filed, then the investigation officer would have to find proof of connection between the defendant’s actions and the filing of the bankruptcy case, which may create difficulties in case of

---

60 A continuing offense.
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an involuntary bankruptcy (as requisite proof of acting in contemplation of bankruptcy could serve the defendant’s statements about his financial condition or attempts to avoid creditor collection efforts\(^\text{66}\)). The intent to defeat the provisions of the Bankruptcy Code is obvious when a person without court approval acts in a manner that diminishes the estate of the debtor, and thus interferes with the equitable use of distribution of any material part of the assets of the estate\(^\text{67}\). The term “conceal” is understood to have the same meaning as in 152 (1), Section 152 (7), however, differs from concealment under 152 (1): 152 (7) is not limited to property “belonging to the estate of a debtor”, and second, 152 (7) requires proof that the act was done with “intent to defeat the provisions of title 11” or in contemplation of a case under title 11\(^\text{68}\) (see U.S. v. Moody as a good illustration of differences\(^\text{69}\)).

Concealment or destruction of records (18 U.S.C. 152 (8), 152 (9) and 1519)

Section 152 (8) sets a penalty for person who knowingly and fraudulently conceals, destroys, mutilates, falsifies or makes a false entry in any recorded information (including books, documents, records and papers) relating to the property or financial affairs or a debtor after filing of a case under title 11 or in contemplation thereof.

The elements to be proved are the following: proceedings in bankruptcy were filed or contemplated and then filed (1); the defendant commits one of the acts listed in 18 U.S.C. 152 with criminal intent (2); the act affects or relates to the property or affairs of a debtor (3); documents or information that would lead to sources of funds or assets or means of reorganizing an estate would be included\(^\text{70}\). The section provides a variety of items referring to the accounts of the debtor. “Recorded information” includes not only documents, books and records, but also magnetically or electronically stored information, and the scope of information includes anything


\(^{68}\) Stephanie Wickouski, Bankruptcy crimes, p. 64-65


that would relate to possible sources of funds (i.e. names and locations) or assets of the estate or means of reorganization.

Additionally The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 fixed penalty for a new bankruptcy crime related to the destruction and or falsification of documents 1519 of Title 18 U.S.C., and stated a person criminally liable whoever knowingly alters, destroys, mutilates, conceals, covers up, falsifies or makes a false entry in any record, document or tangible object with the intent to impede, obstruct or influence the investigation or proper administration of any matter within the jurisdiction of any department or agency of the United States or any case filed under title 11, or in relation to or contemplation of any such matter or case, criminal penalty being a fine or imprisonment not exceeding 20 years, or both.

“The office of the U.S. Trustee falls within the definition of a federal “department or agency”, and all bankruptcy cases are within the U.S. Trustee’s jurisdiction, so any destruction or alteration in a bankruptcy case, if done with the intent to impede, obstruct or influence the case, would be susceptible to a 1519 charge. The alteration of a document with the intent to impede or influence the case could be charged under this section, even if the defendant had no intent to defraud the Court or the creditors.”

Section 1519 provided a higher imprisonment duration, up to 20 years, while 158 (2) set the maximum of 5 years.

152 (9) makes criminally liable a person who after filing a case under title 11, knowingly and fraudulently withholds from a custodian, trustee, marshall or other officer of the court or a U.S. trustee entitled to its possession, “any recorded information (including books, documents, records and papers) relating to the property or financial affairs of the debtor. Unlike 152 (8), the current section covers withholding (as opposed to destruction or mutilation) of information and is directed at post-petition conduct only”.

73 “Section 1519 lowers the intent requirement for the crime of document destruction. If Section 152 (8) requires the conduct to be done fraudulently, Section 1519 requires only intent to impede, obstruct, or influence. Theoretically, the government would have an easier burden showing only an intent to obstruct or influence a bankruptcy case, rather than proving that the defendant intended to defraud, deceive or harm creditors. This change in the intent element of the crime broadens the class of activities chargeable as bankruptcy crimes” see Maureen A. Tighe, Robert R. Calo, p. 353
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The elements to be proved are as follows: that a bankruptcy proceeding existed; that the defendant withheld from the trustee entitled to its possession, books, documents, records, or papers; that such documents related to the property or financial affairs of the debtor; and that the defendant withheld the documents knowingly and fraudulently\textsuperscript{76}.

\textbf{Embezzlement against estate (18 U.S.C. 153)}

A person who has access to property or documents belonging to an estate by virtue of the person’s participation in the administration of the estate as a trustee, custodian, marshal, attorney or other officer to perform a service with respect to the estate, and knowingly and fraudulently appropriates to his own use, embezzles, spends or transfers any property or secretes or destroys any document belonging to the estate of a debtor, becomes liable under 153, 18 U.S.C.

The section criminalized two types of conduct: “use or embezzlement of property (1) and secretion or destruction of documents of (belonging to) the estate (2)”. Section 153 implies liability not only for transferring, spending and embezzling, but also for using estate\textsuperscript{77}. Offenses committed under 153 may in some circumstances also constitute concealment under 152 (1)\textsuperscript{78}.

While 152 (8) also covers destruction of documents of the estate, 153 is more narrow. The other differences between the sections are that “153 only covers post-petition conduct, while 152 (8) covers also conduct “in contemplation of the filing of a case under title 11” (1), and that 153 applies to officers of the estate, unlike 152 (8), which can reach “any person”. Also 153 only prohibits destruction of documents, while 152 (8) also prohibits concealment, mutilation, falsification or making a false entry\textsuperscript{79}.

\textbf{Adverse interest and conduct of officers (18 U.S.C. 154)}

A person who, being a custodian, trustee, marshal, or other officer of the court, (1) knowingly purchases, directly or indirectly, any property of the estate of which the person is

\textsuperscript{77} Ibid., p. 72
\textsuperscript{79} Ibid.
such an officer in a case under title 11; (2) knowingly refuses to permit a reasonable opportunity for the inspection by parties in interest of the documents and accounts relating to the affairs of estates in the person's charge by parties when directed by the court to do so; or (3) knowingly refuses to permit a reasonable opportunity for the inspection by the United States Trustee of the documents and accounts relating to the affairs of an estate in the person's charge, shall be fined not more than $5,000 and shall forfeit the person's office, which shall thereupon become vacant.

The term “office” (“other officer of the court”) is not defined in the statute, and there are no reported cases that indicate how broad the term “office” is interpreted, so presumably to 154 the meaning implied in 153 should also apply. The statute has no de minimis provision. The essential elements of improper acquiring property of estate are the following: the defendant is a custodian, trustee, or other officer of the court in a case under title 11 (1); the defendant knowingly bought, directly or indirectly, any property of the estate (2).

The essential elements of improper refusing access to books and records: the defendant is a custodian, trustee, or other officer of the court in a case under title 11 (1); the defendant refuses to permit reasonable inspection of books and accounts of the estate by a party in interest when directed to do so by the court (2); the defendant refuses to allow the United States Trustee reasonable access to records of the estate (3).

Subsection (2) of Section 154 provides liability for a person (a custodian, trustee, marshal, or other officer of the court) knowingly refuses to permit a reasonable opportunity for the inspection by parties in interest (not defined, presumable any person who may be interested) of the documents and accounts relating to the affairs of estates in the person's charge by parties when directed by the court to do so (presumes a prior issue by the court of an order prescribing such person to permit inspection), shall be fined, and shall forfeit the person's office. Subsection (3) of Section 154 provides liability for the same act against to the U.S. Trustee (the prior order not needed as per the wording of the section).

---
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Fee agreements in cases under title 11 and receiverships (18 U.S.C. 155)

Section 155 prohibits fee fixing in bankruptcy cases and was enacted in 1938 (known as “Borah Act”). The intent of the section was to prevent parties in interest from dividing up the estate outside the control of the bankruptcy court. Bankruptcy Code prescribed that all professional fees and compensation of officers were subject to notice to creditors and approval to employ attorneys, accountants, appraisers, auctioneers or other professional persons. A trustee or debtor in possession must obtain court approval to employ attorneys, accountants, appraisers, auctioneers, or other professions persons. Professional persons referred to above must not hold or represent any interest adverse to the estate and must be disinterested persons. An attorney representing a debtor must file a statement of compensation paid or agreed to be paid if such payment or agreement was within a year of the filing of the bankruptcy, as well as the source of such compensation.

Bankruptcy petition preparer fraud (18 U.S.C. 156)

Under 156, 18 U.S.C., if a bankruptcy case or related proceeding is dismissed because of a knowing attempt by a bankruptcy petition preparer in any manner to disregard the requirements of title 11, U.S.C. or the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure, the bankruptcy petition preparer shall be fined under this title, imprisoned for not more than 1 year, or both (the crime is punishable by up to one year in jail and a fine of up to 100 000 USD, which may be increased to twice the amount of the loss involved in the crime). The act is committed knowingly, and need not be committed fraudulently. Bankruptcy petition preparer is a person other than the debtor’s

---

83 A disinterested person is defined in 101 (14) of U.S.C. and is a person who is not a creditor, equity security holder, an insider; is not nor has been for the two years before the bankruptcy filing, a director, officer, or employee of the debtor; and who does not have an interest materially adverse to the estate, or any class of creditors or equity security holder, 11 U.S.C. 101 (14), accessed 9 March 2011, http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/uscode11_00000101---000-.html
85 18 U.S.C., 3571 (b) (5); (d), accessed 9 March 2011, http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/18/usc_sec_18_00003571---000-.html
86 Which, in view of the author, makes the investigation process and prosecution of the criminal possible and less cumbersome and lengthy process. The section itself resembles section 159 of the Russian Criminal Code, setting liability for fraud. Of course, the act criminalized here is connected directly to bankruptcy, while the Russian 159 is general and would involve a wide range of fraudulent acts, like one here as well, but American 156, it should be again underlined, makes it easier to reach the criminal when the investigator would have only to prove the “knowledge” of the actor, while Russian investigation officer additionally would have to find proof of the fraudulent intent.
attorney or an employee of such an attorney, who prepares for compensation a document for filing.

Section 156 is supposed to punish a petition preparer who charges a fee but characterizes the fee as for services other than the petition preparation, such as assistance in refinancing or other services which are never provided, will be considered “compensated”. The section does not require that the defendant filed or even filled out the petition, his “preparing” the petitions, i.e. having some role in its preparation (which would also include advising the debtor on how to fill out and file the bankruptcy petition), is enough for a charge.

Bankruptcy fraud (18 U.S.C. 157)

Section 157 was enacted in 1994 “and was patterned after the mail and wire fraud statute. Any defendant who undertakes a fraud scheme against anyone, or attempts to do so, and then carries out or conceals the scheme by using bankruptcy or by filing any documents in the bankruptcy, violates this statute. This section also is applicable against the defendant who tried to defraud someone by false telling him a case is in bankruptcy in order to forestall the victim's actions.

“The crux of this statute is the existence of a fraud scheme or attempted fraud scheme and any use of the bankruptcy system to try to carry out the scheme. For example, this statute should be applicable to petition mills that are set up to defraud the landlord of a few months rent, or to any bustout scheme. Likewise, a defendant who is actively defrauding anyone, violates this statute if he files bankruptcy to delay or conceal the fraud.

Therefore, bankruptcy fraud is commonly used to mean any violation of title 18 involving a bankruptcy, as well as any civil fraud in a bankruptcy case, but the use of the term in 157 is quite specific: the section is designed to address specifically the fraudulent use of a bankruptcy case, or a fraud concerning a bankruptcy case. Bankruptcy fraud can be regarded as such: the use of bankruptcy filing, or the existence or purported existence of a bankruptcy case, to perpetrate a fraud.

87Ibid., pp. 87-88
88 It should be also noticed that the collateral consequence of dishonest conduct of the debtor would be also the denial of any discharge of his debt, which was designed to discourage the debtor from misusing the bankruptcy system, Maurizio Pontani, “Pre-Bankruptcy Crimes And Entrepreneurial Behavior. Some Insights From American and Italian Bankruptcy Laws”, German Working Papers in Law and Economics, Vol. 2004, p. 17, accessed 24 March 2011, http://www.bepress.com/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1092&context=gwp&sei-redir=1#search="Maurizio+Pontani+Pre-Bankruptcy
The elements of the offense to be proved are as follows:

“the defendant has devised or has intended to devise a scheme or artifice to defraud another (1); the defendant, for the purpose of executing or concealing the scheme or artifice or attempting to do so (2) files a petition under title 11 (2-a); or files a document in a proceeding under title 11 (2-b); or makes a false or fraudulent statement in connection with a proceeding under title 11 or a proceeding the defendant falsely asserts is pending under title 11 (2-c).

A specific intent to defraud is required, meaning that the defendant intended to do something unlawful, i.e. that he acted with the intent to defraud or deceive. “The definition of “defraud” is broad and is not limited to the traditional legal causes of action for fraud.”

“A scheme or artifice to defraud” has been defined as intentional deception practiced to induce another to part with property or to surrender some legal right. Defrauding implies “a departure from fundamental honesty, moral uprightness, or fair play and candid business dealings in the general and business life of the community.”

Not only debtor can be liable under this section, but also a creditor or any party related to a bankruptcy proceeding.

Bankruptcy Related Crimes in the United States of America

The provisions of the Bankruptcy Criminal Code are not the only statutory provisions by means of which the state prosecutes bankruptcy crimes. Conduct regarded as criminal under the Bankruptcy Criminal Code may also be prohibited by the provisions of another federal statutes, and typically the same set of facts would give rise to more than one statutory violation. Where the elements of the crime are not identical, the same conduct which constitutes an offense under the Bankruptcy Criminal Code may also be charged under another provision of the Federal Criminal Code, such as false statements (18 U.S.C. 1001), wire and mail fraud (18 U.S.C., 1341-1344), money-laundering (18 U.S.C., 1956, 1957), sale or receipt of stolen property (18 U.S.C. 2315) etc.

Summary Analysis of the United States Provisions of Bankruptcy Crimes Laws

The United States nation, one which emerged from the unending struggle for survival, first, because of geographical and political complexities, further because these complexities in their
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turn have modeled the rigorous rules and set of values, the establishment of which predetermined the continuation of the struggle at another and more complex level – on the territory of growing capitalism. The ethics of business decision, of business risk, finally of cooperation between the fortune catchers, and the level and limits of the state’s intervention into this cooperation, limits of legal adjustment of and state control over these business phenomena have been formed for centuries and are being established even nowadays. Bankruptcy crimes system as a part of the bankruptcy system of the U.S. appears itself to be the result of the struggle of those who pursued to preserve and maintain the value of money, for a superior protection of their interest, by means of the deterring criminal law rules. Undoubtedly, the same may be said about any other economy, but speaking about the identity of the nation and of its criminal bankruptcy law regime, one may notice the evidence of this identity through the ‘accents’ made in the law provisions which in fact are thus the distinguishing features that would help us identify the regimes among others and compare them.

The United States, in the opinion of the author, did not merely seek to preserve the creditors’ assets, did not seek merely to support the debtor by the fresh start, automatic stay, reorganization plan doctrines, does not merely seek balance the interests of both sides. Americans, as it appeared to the author, have deliberately developed bankruptcy phenomenon into an all-sufficient system which itself is a legal good worth being protected by the state, protection ensured by means of its legal (although not social) ‘deterrence’ tools as well. Why?

Probably, because a well-developed, well-protected and self-organized bankruptcy system would promote simultaneous development of the American business community into a risk-capable-and-risk-tolerant business elite? Probably, because bankruptcy was introduced as a projection of a routine American and not only American life, where falls and rises are treated as a norm, and the United States’ government, consciously aiming to encourage and stimulate business and economy’s growth in the same manner as life encourages humans to a rise after a fall, so that nothing prevented them from continuous efforts to catch their fortune in business,
and therefore maintain beneficial to the economy never-ending money-and-effort circulation? Probably because of the highest vulnerability of this yet-to-be-adjusted system of balancing the economy and creditors’, debtors’ interests, and due to the significant impact of human factor (high probability of abuse), they sought via criminal norms to protect exactly the bankruptcy system itself, its integrity and stability, rather than any other values? If the answer to this questions is affirmative, then the shift in the author’s initial opinion, that the U.S. bankruptcy crimes provisions were majorly designed to protect creditors’ economic interests, and the ultimate impression that the United States have rather made the bankruptcy system itself the corner-stone of relations in bankruptcy, than the creditors’ interests, may be thus justified95. The unexpected conclusions of the author about the bankruptcy system in the U.S. and the American ‘pro-system’ approach, however, were born upon the research made on American criminal bankruptcy law. For example, even at the first glance, the fair part of Section 152 prima facie criminalized acts hindering the proper functioning of the bankruptcy system, among such concealment of assets, false oath/account/declaration (etc), false claim, receiving property with the intent to defeat Bankruptcy Code, fraudulent pre-bankruptcy transfers (but mainly committed post-filing), concealment/destruction/withholding of records/books/accounts, adverse interest and conduct of officers, fee agreements (even lawyers, the most intelligent and sophisticated actors to represent the whole system, are obliged to act diligently in bankruptcy under the risk of severe punishment and disqualification, which signifies the special attention of the state to every pattern of bankruptcy system on which its proper functioning appears to be dependent. Even the fees area is deemed to be regulated, any abuse – be punished). The wording of these sections (“after filing”, “to defeat title 11” which in author’s view is contextually identical to “to defeat the protective power of title 11 concerning creditors’ rights” etc.) and the construction of the

95 Interestingly, Roland Hefendehl, referring in his work to the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, points out that its sections ‘devoted’ to the criminal bankruptcy issues, may be found there under the heading “Obstruction of justice”. Thus even if the presumption of the author is somewhat ‘factitious’, then due to this remark it at least appears to be clear that American legislator goes far from mere and exclusive protection of individual legal or economic interest, and rather generalized its aims, like in the present case, i.e. seeks to protect justice itself. See Roland Hefendehl, “Enron, WorldCom, and the Consequences: Business Criminal Law Between Doctrinal Requirements and the Hopes of Crime Policy”, Buffalo Criminal Law Review, Vol. 8, No. 1, SYMPOSIUM: White-Collar Criminal Law in Comparative Perspective: The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (2004), p. 68, accessed 06 March 2011, http://www.jstor.org/stable/40656709
legislator’s intent given by courts, the author highlighted in the preceding paragraphs of the current chapter, leave no room for doubt in the original intent of the legislator by means of these tools basically to ensure the due functioning of and respect towards the bankruptcy system, which, in its turn shall protect the creditors’ money.

Another group of bankruptcy crimes, however, is seemingly designated to ensure primarily the security and value of the estate/assets to transform into estate, and grants directly the debtor and directly the creditor protection of their respective interests – by means of sections against false claims, bribery, fraudulent pre-bankruptcy transfer, embezzlement against estate, bankruptcy fraud. The recurrent criminalization of embezzlement, fraud committed in bankruptcy circumstances, however, gives rise to another argument for the author’s position: the legislator repeatedly criminalized the same acts with the focus on circumstances under which they are committed (thus exhibiting the ‘bankruptcy’ feature of the crime), i.e. in the course/on the eve of bankruptcy, with no other evident intent than to signify its concerns about the bankruptcy system in particular, and to protect the creditors’ economic interests not as an independent value and equal category worth the state’s concerns, but rather as an essential element and feature of the bankruptcy system, as a legal and economic good maintained and managed by this system.

Consequently it was noticed that American bankruptcy crimes system seeks to implement rather punitive than preventive function, due to the following circumstances. First, as said before, the phraseology and connotations used in bankruptcy crimes sections, underlie the bankruptcy system’s ‘sleep-mode’ policy to apply to debtor before filing. The system does not seek to interfere with the entrepreneurial activities of the debtor in order to foresee and prevent distress in his business life, it rather lets it develop independently and regardless of concerns about creditors’ interests. Thus the business-decision making process as such stays outside the bankruptcy system’s interests (at least before filing) and is not covered by its regulations, it is regulated by another systems and institutions, designated for this particular purpose (e.g.
corporate governance, accounting system, contract law protect creditors too, but outside and before bankruptcy as well). That’s why the United States are considered to be risk-and-debtor-friendly economy – neither risk, nor debtor are prevented from functioning by means of cultural restraints or legal deterrents. Meanwhile, for the cases of abuse of entrepreneurial freedom and trust of creditors by debtor, bankruptcy system invented a subsystem, bankruptcy crimes system, to prosecute those who abused, but not to preclude good faith dealers from acting.

Along with this observation the author has a minor suggestion of high ultimate importance to the practitioners and generally for the purpose combating and prevention of bankruptcy crimes tactics development. It concerns mens rea element of bankruptcy crimes. Most of bankruptcy crimes presume the presence of “knowledge” and “fraudulent intent”, thus making the final indictment dependant of the mental state of the actor and his personal treatment of his act. Commonly, and this is recognized in every criminal law doctrine, this part is the most important for a practitioner to investigate, in order to exclude a chance of conviction of the innocent who had been involved into the act by mistake or accident. This is fair and justified by the maxims of criminal law and human rights. However, taking into consideration the sophisticated nature of the crime, and the high level of legal knowledge the today’s business actors possess, the author found possible to suggest to apply the strict liability doctrine (presuming liability regardless of attitude of the actor towards his act) or, as a ‘softer’ alternative, to reduce the level of mens rea element in the crime of concealment of assets to just “knowledge” part, presuming that the prosecutor would have to clarify if the act was not accidental, thus leaving the “fraudulent intention” element aside. One of the reasons (apart from those named above) for such omission could be the explicit nature of any act of assets concealment, bribery, records destruction etc, committed in the course or imminently prior to bankruptcy proceedings. The only crimes to which the author would suggest apply mens rea “in full”, are 152 (2), (3) and (4) – false oath/account/declaration (etc) and false claim, as in view of the author an actual mistake may indeed take place and the guilt and fraudulent intent of the actor may finally be absent, thus in
these cases a thorough analysis of the actus reus and mens rea elements would primarily make the true character of the event evident.
Chapter 2: Bankruptcy Crimes in Germany

History and Social Determinants of Bankruptcy Law and Bankruptcy Crimes in Germany

German culture was initially based on protestant religion, as well as the culture of the United States, but one can trace subtle, but very meaningful differences in German and the United States social approaches to business ethics. The Lutheran Church and the ethics it proclaimed gave the roots to capitalism yet to be born – German protestants treated prosperity, financial welfare and pursue for the material comfort reverently (especially if compared to Americans). Lutheranism invoked Germans work hard, collect and treasure money and invest it to gain the yields, so German Protestantism was the reason behind entrepreneurship, however, with a specific exception in overall perception of these activities’ outcomes: a merchant who succeeded in his business, was presumed to have found his path to Heavens – he was treated as the one blessed by God. If he failed, his miserable fate on Earth, in the eyes of German Protestantism doctrine and the Church, was regarded as a mere reflection of God’s attitude to him, and this way would lead him after death to Hell. So, the rationale of making money and merchandising was to find the way to God and Heavens and avoid the hellfire. Allegedly, such fearful approach to the business processes and practically possible misfortune has caused degeneration of active enterprising into a lymphatic and risk-avoiding profiting from most available and most safe sources, to which political and legal machines in their turn throughout times responded adequately, having reproduced the approach in appropriate tools – by social opinion and in law. Consequently, indebtedness, financial distress, business misfortune and, of course, misbehavior in business, are treated as the worst evil by Germans even nowadays, as they ultimately suffer imminently not only from social mistreatment in case of failure (having social stigma on them and to be passed to the descendants), but are severely punished by means of German legal system.

The legal phenomenon of insolvency in Germany demonstrates how social norms and ideology prevalent in the community may be mirrored in the laws pertaining to this community. Bankruptcy “Kohler calls “a piece of social legislation”\footnote{Volkmar Gessner, Barbara Rhode, Gerhard Strate, Klaus Ziegert, “Three functions of Bankruptcy Law: The West German Case”, Law and Society Review, Vol. 12, No. 4 (Summer, 1978), p. 503, accessed 10 October 2010, www.jstor.org/stable/3053304} legislation that has overcome “the archaic individual disintegration of a debtor’s multiple relationships with creditors by substituting a collective solution”, reciprocity dominating on creditors’ side, the principle of distribution, the rule of equal satisfaction of all creditors being the pillars of bankruptcy law, capable of “reducing the risk of creditor in case of loss”\footnote{Ibid.}. It should be noticed, however, that the institute of \textit{mission bona} (“a court procedure by which the creditors obtain joint possession of the debtor’s assets, and supervise and administer them together”) has not always been prevalent in Germany – the “old principle of priority remained valid until the 15\textsuperscript{th}, 16\textsuperscript{th}, or even in some areas the 17\textsuperscript{th} century”. Since then “the satisfaction of creditors from the liquidated assets has become the cornerstone” of German bankruptcy\footnote{Ibid., p. 504}.

During the period when Germany was under the reign of Prussia, its bankruptcy law has undergone several changes. In 1855 Prussia passed a bankruptcy law, which was adopted by the legislators of the German Reich, but lost its applicability in some twenty years. Further, during the past century German insolvency law has undergone several radical changes. The discussions on the reform of German insolvency law lasted until 1999, when The German Insolvency Act (hereinafter within this Chapter referred to as the Code) was put into effect\footnote{With the further amendments, enacted by the German Insolvency Modification Act of 2001. Additionally the bankruptcy proceedings are covered by the European Union Regulation on Insolvency Proceedings of 2000, which provides the general recognition of the commencement of insolvency proceedings in all European Community Member States; sets the rules regarding the international jurisdiction in insolvency proceedings and the competence of the insolvency administrator; see Council regulation (EC) No 1346/2000 of 29 May 2000 on insolvency proceedings, accessed 21 March 2011, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32000R1346:EN:HTML}, bringing the system of insolvency proceedings and replacing other previously existing statutes – the Bankruptcy Act of 1877, the Composition Act (which governed arrangements between debtor and creditor rendered without court involvement) and the Collective Enforcement Act (regulated insolvency in East Germany).
The current statute’s provisions on insolvency proceedings implement the purpose of collective satisfaction of creditors in any of the following two ways: by liquidation of the debtor and distribution of the debtor’s assets; and by arranging an insolvency plan to maintain the enterprise, thus by law in the end the debtor may come either to reorganization or to cease existence. The insolvency proceeding nominally takes three stages: the stage of the crisis, the preliminary insolvency proceeding and the final insolvency proceeding stages.

Because the further discussion about the responsibility of the managers before creditors and employees’ issue is necessary and would expressly demonstrate the main goal of German insolvency and German bankruptcy crimes law to protect creditors’ money, it is worth mentioning now, that already at the crisis stage the German Private Limited Companies Act (referred to as an example of liability of private limited companies management) by paragraph 49 of Section 3 imposed on managers of the company an obligation to call a shareholder meeting if more than half of the capital stock is lost. If and when the financial crisis causes the situation when the debtor cannot repay his mature debt, the managers of the debtor company (and the members of the executive board of a stock corporation) are obliged to file for insolvency with the respective court without undue delay (the management can delay the requisite filing for a maximum of three weeks only given that there is a real opportunity to avoid insolvency).

The right to request for the opening of the insolvency procedures, however, also pertains to creditors and a number of other persons with interest. The due reasons for the debtor/creditor to file for bankruptcy, and for the court to open the proceedings are named in Sections 17-19 of the Code, the Code itself again clearly shows the attitude of the German

---

101 Along with the possibility of automatic stay and an option of self-administration by the debtor described below being the evident examples of at least partial adoption by Germany of the U.S. bankruptcy tools
102 Section 1 of the German Bankruptcy Insolvency Code, accessed 21 March 2011, http://www.iuscomp.org/gla/statutes/InsO.htm#s1
104 “The term “crisis” is defined in paragraph 32 of Section 1 of the German Private Limited Companies Act as the point when the company does not receive any credits according to the usual conditions in the particular market and when the shareholders provide the company with further shareholder capital instead of debt capital”, Matthias Casper, Ibid, p. 1125
society to the due business behavior and care, ethics and social responsibility concepts. A good example of such ‘reflection’ appears in Section 18, which allows debtor to file for insolvency proceeding even when the debtor is ‘likely’ to be ‘unable to meet existing obligations to pay on the date of their maturity’. In other words, the business impression and prognosis of the forthcoming or possible distress already should serve as a ground to cease the operation of the company by means of insolvency proceedings, thus the management is supposed to be able to think thoroughly in advance about creditors’ interests and their own liability that coupled stand behind the business, and build the business strategy and implement its policy in such a careful and delicate way, that no legal obligation to initiate the insolvency procedure could arise consequently to cause detrimental rearrangement of company’s affairs, redistribution of control over the company and of its proceeds/assets. As a result of this and other provisions of similar nature, hypothetically and in fact business administrators are strongly and implicitly encouraged either to manage the business in such a manner that the company always had a positive balance, or to inform the business community of the distress at the earliest, presumably at the stage when the factual insolvency may be prevented, by means of company’s operations and debt rearrangement or even the discharge of residual debt. Thus the interests of the business itself, taken apart from its creditors (its good repute, development) play the secondary role, the primary role given to the low-risk, continuous and stable satisfaction of its creditors (given that most part of German business is financed and refinanced by banks).

However, the debtor at this initial stage of insolvency proceedings is treated very carefully. To make preliminary assessments and administer the affairs of the debtor the court shall designate an insolvency administrator, an individual, independent of creditors and debtor, experienced in business affairs, who may be replaced at the first meeting of creditors, if such new designation (by creditors) is not finally refused by court.

---

107 See Section 1 of the Code
In addition to the proper distribution (all creditors’ satisfaction) purpose, bankruptcy law performs the preventive function, i.e. the function of “pathological” correction of wrong behavior, the “penal aspect of bankruptcy law being a well defined, historically documented form of the preventive function of bankruptcy law”. First efforts of such correction can be seen in the Hamburg Bankruptcy Acts of 1630 and 1753, which state as their main aim the prevention of “fraudulent economic activities and the consequent damage to creditors, as well as the “disturbance of commerce” by the negligent economic behavior of the community.

“The threat of penal sanctions was intensified by moral condemnation of a bankrupt, so severe that it could bar him from any further participation in economic or social life as a respectable citizen. This so strong moral pressure could even lead the court to dispense with penal sanctions where a bankrupt voluntarily handed his estate over to his creditors – by doing that he became immune from punishment and further prosecution by his creditors, although sometimes faced very humiliating and stigmatizing procedures”.

“The German Bankruptcy Act of 1877, however, decriminalized bankruptcy procedure. Meanwhile, the bankruptcy criminal law evolved in the German Penal Code and has generally been developed in the criminal law doctrine.

Bankruptcy Crimes in Germany

The violations ‘in the course or prior to bankruptcy’ the state attempts to prosecute are described in sections 283-283d of the German Penal Code, in the following order: bankruptcy (283), aggravated bankruptcy (283a), violation of book-keeping duties (283b), extending unlawful benefits to creditors (283c), extending unlawful benefits to debtors (283d).

The system of German criminal bankruptcy law may nominally be split into three groups of crimes: (1) of crimes targeting creditors’ interests, (2) of crimes targeting merely proprietary rights, (3) of other crimes (property crimes mainly). Among legal goods the law is presumed to protect, Alfred Dzalinsky, referring in his turn to the works of German scholars, mentions creditors’ property interests, employees’ and shareholders’ rights. It is stated in some other

109 Volkmar Gessner, Barbara Rhode, Gerhard Strate, Klaus Ziegert, “Three functions of Bankruptcy Law: The West German Case”, p. 529
110 Ibid., p. 531
111 Volkmar Gessner, Barbara Rhode, Gerhard Strate, Klaus Ziegert, “Three functions of Bankruptcy Law: The West German Case”, p. 533
114 Alfred Dzalinsky, Modern German Criminal Law (Moscow: Prospect, 2006), p. 493
works as well that section 283 et seq. are designed to ensure the claims of creditors and thus secure their capital, and therefore present the public conceptual approach to the value of creditor’s interests, in the eyes of the business community prevailing over any other interest.

Bankruptcy and Aggravated Bankruptcy (Sections 283, 283a of the German Penal Code)

The section contains five major models of punishable conduct in the course of or preceding bankruptcy. In the opinion of the author, the legislator structured the section in such an “all-consuming” or “all-inclusive” way, that managed to embrace every possible wrongful act of the manager on the way to bankruptcy, clearly demonstrating that any attempt to behave without due care of business and of interests of those whose business is financially dependent on the debtor’s standing, would be severely persecuted and punished without remorse.

Part I. The first part provides the basics of actus reus in bankruptcy, the basic set of actions that upon particular conditions would constitute an element of the bankruptcy crime. These particular “preliminary” conditions, the so called determinants of the criminal insolvency, 'convert' the treatment of the corporate officers’ conduct from the category of ‘due business

115 Section 283, German Penal Code (German Criminal Code), accessed 19 March 2011, http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/englisch_stgb.html#StGBengl_000P283
117 Ibid., p.70. The scholar Hefendehl, worth to notice, in his work highlights some meaningful arguments for “the protection of suprapersonal legal goods”, e.g. “the legal validity of the economic order and its individual institutions”, but comes to the conclusion that “bankruptcy does not concern the protection of structures and institutions that in the present modern world of economics are considered indispensable”, and underlines that the German Penal Code “is focused on the endangerment of positions of an individual creditor of the delinquent, rather than on the general trust in an institution such as administration of justice or the efficiency of the institutionalized system.” That seems to be true. Meanwhile, given that the issue of the legal goods protected by these or any other provisions of the criminal law, is disputable in the criminal law doctrine, I would allow myself to disagree with the approach, not of the scholar, but of the legislator in general. The scholar in fact described the pro-creditor approach, quite typical of German insolvency rule – it mainly accumulates its most appropriate tools – the criminal and bankruptcy law provisions – in order not to reach the violator of the legal order, but with the aim to reduce the costs of bankruptcy, to reach the assets of the debtor with its actual and fair value. Meanwhile, this generally recognized approach does not seem to meet the purposes of criminal law in the best possible way. Less important for the bankruptcy efficiency and the state’s interests, judicial and economic both, is the trust in ‘administration’, with this statement one has to agree, but undoubtedly the efficiency of the economic sector, of the credit system, finally of the bankruptcy procedure are directly and imminently affected by bankruptcy crimes. The relevant legal issue here could be that the criminal is not necessarily aware of his interference with the systems and institutions named above, as his mental activity does not necessarily proceeds to the analysis of his own act that far, and this is the issue of the mens rea part of all white-collar crimes – should we seek for the evidence of criminal intent in the act, or accept the negligence requirement as basic, or even set strict liability, of course, in direct connection with this “abstract” kind of collective legal good under risk. Meanwhile, the 283 Section, as well as any other section of the criminal statute, if aimed to protect exclusively the personal economic interests of money-givers, is not of extreme necessity, and might be even the least appropriate legal tool to fulfill the task, as criminal statutes typically deal with the negative consequences of white-collars' abuse, when to reach the assets and fairly distribute or redistribute such appears to be almost impossible. In this case the legislator does not need at all to criminalize the violation – enough cautionary could be an administrative liability with highest fines imposed on violators (while criminalization may even merely impede entrepreneurial activity via its deterrence effect), or appropriate contract law tools, strengthened monitoring system. Finally, the economic interest of one individual creditor would not affect the economic order of the state, would not have destructive effect towards the economic order (bankruptcy system as well), while the instability or disfunction of the bankruptcy system in general would significantly affect the economic interest of one creditor. Therefore, the criminal law, especially dealing with white-collar crimes, is in view of the author primarily supposed to protect the collective legal goods 'of highest importance', rather than the personal legal goods like creditors' rights and economic interests.
conduct’ into the category ‘criminal’. Although the actus reus part here presents a variety of particular acts which under general circumstances would not necessarily imply an intent of the criminal to lead company to a bankruptcy standing, basic determinants of criminal nature of those acts, which the section provides in its very beginning, demonstrate when exactly these ‘models’ and determinants coupled together would constitute the criminal bankruptcy case. These determinants are as follows: company’s liabilities exceed assets\(^\text{118}\) (1); company suffers from current (2) or impending (3) inability to pay its debt\(^\text{119}\). So it is presumed that if a criminal commits any of the below mentioned acts at the moment when the company already has financial complications (any of the determinants apply), and the financial distress of the company is so evident to its managers, that their knowledge of this distress cannot be doubted due to the scale of these financial complications, then any of the acts below would suggest the presence of intent of the managers to trigger the bankruptcy situation, which ultimately converts their deed into a criminal act and in fact constitutes the main criminal feature of the latter. It should be specifically underlined here that managers, the first part of the section sets it, must have the knowledge of the distress (seemingly the first pattern of mens rea element), and this distress must appear as a reason to them to act in the way the section describes, by whatever motives.

The financial life of the company develops in several circles (stages), and during the financial period (term) demonstrates the actual life of business and money/assets it operates. Every business may be affected by a number of factors, i.e. seasons, financial situation in the country generally, national/international market or industry volatility and fluctuations, periodic tax imputations, financial/commercial activities within the group, the interests of the group, corporate governance issues etc. It is not predicated that business must only produce profit, in the due course of its functioning it inevitably suffers losses, caused by expenses the company cannot and should not avoid in order to grow vertically or horizontally, so it may be a normal state of business. In some cases such financial situation, and especially when it is continuous and does

\(^{118}\) See Section 19 of the German Insolvency Code, accessed 22 March 2011, http://www.iuscomp.org/gla/statutes/InsO.htm#s19
\(^{119}\) See Section 17, 18 of the German Insolvency Code, accessed 22 March 2011, http://www.iuscomp.org/gla/statutes/InsO.htm#s17
not lead to bankruptcy, would demonstrate not the poor quality of management, but rather a qualified credit portfolio operation and administration, and as consequence, a professional debt management. Thus the situation when liabilities exceed assets, absent the criminal intent, does not necessarily constitute a crime. However, the section prescribes, that any unexpected move or one treated subjectively as ‘undue’ or ‘improper’ act by the managers would suggest the underlying criminal nature of both act and intent, thus before acting even in the seemingly best interest of the company and based on best knowledge of its financial situation and perspective, the managers are expected to thoroughly estimate the consequences of their business-decision, and preferably avoid business risks. The same relates to two other determinants of the financial distress, similarly converting any subjectively treated as ‘undue’ act of the managers into the category of ‘suspicious’. Absurdly, thus almost for every business decision a manager can be persecuted. Doubtfully such subjective approach to the issues of managers’ behavior in the course of running and developing the business, to the managers’ liability limits can encourage them to take even reasonable risk to improve business strategies and help it grow, as well as at the higher scales doubtfully can such state of things in German economy can harmonize its rise.¹²⁰

Another extreme of German business ethics and finance management concepts, one of quite disputable nature, as it appears to the author (since it could serve as a loophole for bad faith managers) is an evidently vague criterion of “impending inability to pay debt”. Given the economic ambiguity of this category (how could the opinion be economically substantiated?), the way each side can interpret it shall vary: managers could defend themselves by referring to ‘expected but misfortunatelly lost profits/indirect profits, new contracts’, ‘unexpected losses’ etc., and prosecutors (courts), on the contrary, could employ the ‘unlimited’ managers’ responsibility doctrine.

The actus reus element of bankruptcy (283 to 283d) would arise where a person:

¹²⁰ Volkmar Gessner, Barbara Rhode, Gerhard Strate, Klaus Ziegert, “Three functions of Bankruptcy Law: The West German Case”, pp. 527, 530, 537
- disposes or hides, or in a manner contrary to regular business standards, destroys, damages or renders unusable parts of debtor’s assets, which in the case of institution of insolvency proceedings would belong to the available assets;
- in a manner contrary to regular business standards enters into losing or speculative ventures or futures trading in goods or securities or consumes excessive sums or becomes indebted through uneconomical expenditure, gambling or wagering;
- procures goods or securities on credit and sells or otherwise distributes them or things produced from these goods substantially under their value in a manner contrary to regular business standards;
- pretends the existence of another’s rights or recognizes fictitious right;
- fails to keep books of account which he is statutorily obliged to keep, or keeps or modifies them in such a manner that a survey of his net assets is made more difficult;
- disposes, hides, destroys or damages books of account or other documentation, which a merchant is obliged by commercial law to keep, before expiry of the archiving periods which exist for those obliged to keep books, and thereby makes a survey of debtor’s net assets more difficult;
- contrary to commercial law (a) draws up balance sheets in such a manner that a survey of debtor’s net assets is made more difficult; or (b) fails to draw up a balance sheet of debtor’s assets or the inventory in the prescribed time; or
- in another manner which grossly violates regular business standards diminishes debtor’s net assets or hides or conceals the actual circumstances of debtor’s business.

The crime under part I is punishable by imprisonment not exceeding five years or a fine.

First of all, the list is not exhaustive, thus referring to “another manner” (i.e. not foreseen by the legislator) of gross violation of “regular business standards” causing detriment to the assets of the debtor, the legislator allowed for an opportunity to reach an actor who managed inventing ‘another’ and brand-new mechanism of defrauding creditors. This wording, however, additionally authorized the prosecuting body to misuse the law against the management of the company, construing his possibly innocent act as criminal. Second of all, the section mainly and majorly refers to non-regulated by law thus a subjective category of “regular business standards”, which again gives a room to tighten the screws against business administrators. If the first para of the first part expressly states that destruction, damaging or rendering unusable parts of assets to come into the estate shall be treated as criminal act unless justified by a well-grounded business reason, no further question in the context of subjectivity of “regular business standards”, which again gives a room to tighten the screws against business administrators. If the first para of the first part expressly states that destruction, damaging or rendering unusable parts of assets to come into the estate shall be treated as criminal act unless justified by a well-grounded business reason, no further question in the context of subjectivity of “regular business standards” arises, since destruction or damaging of the assets in any manner on the eve of insolvency in any business culture can hardly be justified by ‘business’ strategy.

121 Alfred Dzalinsky, Modern German Criminal Law (Moscow: Prospect, 2006), p. 498: may take any possible form, including not informing the creditor of the assets, physical relocation of assets, transfer of money to the offshore companies’ accounts.
122 Ibid., p. 497: which is a property pertaining to the estate, including movables and immovables (even those that are encumbered), claims and other entitlements.
123 Ibid., p. 498: may be inappropriate and unreasonable expenses, not acceptable by prudent business administration policies.
124 Ibid., p. 497: two main elements must become evident in the course of investigation: the fact of procurement/sale of goods or securities on credit, and the intent to diminish the assets or their value by such disposal of goods/securities under their market value.
125 Ibid., p. 498: these act may be committed in a variety of forms, although all intended to cause debtor’s liabilities escalation, for the debtor finally to gain advantageous position in the course of bankruptcy proceedings.
126 Ibid., p. 499: Alfred Dzalinsky explains the substance of the act referring to the judgment of the Supreme Court of the Federal Republic of Germany of 20.09.1990, which defined it in the following way: “when the inspecting authority proves unable to estimate the financial standing of the debtor, or when to do such estimation this authority has to handle serious difficulties or apply strenuous efforts.
127 To know the actual meaning of standards in economic life of Germany and the recent initiatives in the field of standardization see the German standardization Strategy, http://www.din.de/sixcms_upload/media/2896/IDS_english%5B1%5D.pdf
The same equally relates to gambling and wagering, unless the latter appears to be the main business line of the company. Every other ‘type’ of acting causing the risk of liability, the perception of which is closely connected with the ‘regular business standards’, is questionable. Can any evaluation of the “uneconomic” character of expenditure, rendered under specific circumstances of economy, the industry market, be final? Is it impossible that provision or acceptance of credit under most unbeneﬁcial terms be justiﬁed somehow? Is it impossible that the manager despite the best effort has failed to identify and detect the fictitious nature of the rights the company recognized for business purposes? The list of such examples of dubious nature of the “regular business standards” and of the application of those in evaluation of the quality of business management is not exhaustive as well, the list of subjective categories the section refers to either.

What becomes clear upon perusal of the part I of the section, is that any of the acts enumerated shall be deemed criminal if the ultimate result of the same is diminishment, dilution, unavailability of assets or inability of the interested authorized parties to know the value of the assets; thus the assets being the value majorly protected by the section. The manner of structuring the norm, its purposeful “all-inclusive” wording, plenty of subjectively construed categories and terms (implying blanket interpretation) in it, altogether again make the author suggest that exactly the concern of the state about the assets, i.e. the creditors’ economic interest triggered one-tailed individual-goods-protection-based listing of any foreseeable mode of behavior, that may potentially damage this sought to be protected value. Again the creditors prove to be better protected than business and ﬁnally economy in general, unless, of course, the creditors are the economy.

Part II. A vice versa case – when the distress in the form of liabilities exceeding assets (1), inability to pay the debt (2) was caused by any act out of named above. In view of the author, the second part sets liability not exactly for bankruptcy crimes, but actually indelicate

128 “contrary to commercial law”, “more diﬃcult”, “grossly violate”, “actual circumstances of business” etc.
129 Alfred Dzalinsky, Modern German Criminal Law, p. 499: it should be pointed out that the person liable intentionally acts in the way described in part I, in order to cause by such acting the indebtedness of the company.
130 The penalties are the same as in Part I.
business behavior that may cause bankruptcy. Thus part II of the section criminalizes business risk and its potential outcomes as such, and provides the law enforcement bodies with a fault-free and reliable legal tool to reach any businessman. As mentioned earlier, any business experiences falls and rises even through one financial year, and at various stages and in various periods the administration of internal economic affairs may be under higher or lower control, this combined with the effect of the conditionality of the “regular business standard” term, and potential effect of intragroup tax policies, business structuring policies, intragroup transactions, for instance, or the consequences of not complete during the financial year book records (which may take place occasionally under specific circumstances not always caused by the manager’s fault or undue management) may cost such manager his position, repute, welfare and freedom. None of the parts discussed contains a word about mens rea part, it should be noticed thus that both imply an intentional conduct of the criminal. Part III sets liability for an attempt to commit any of the crimes above. The punishment imposable is imprisonment not exceeding 5 years or a fine.

Finally, Part IV sets liability for commission of any of the acts enumerated in the first part, based on negligent unknowing that the company’s liabilities exceed assets or of impending or current inability to pay, and penalizes those whose intent did not extend to leading the company to bankruptcy, but who by acting in any of the above described ways, by gross negligence caused the excess of liabilities or inability of the company to pay its debt; for those the law prescribed a mitigated punishment not exceeding 2 years or a fine. Therefore, the severity and draconian nature of this law appears to be more and more evident: if the prosecution fails to find evidence of the criminal intent of the actor, he still may be reached with reference to his negligent treatment of the management duties.

Part V imposes liability on those who by negligence (or at least negligently not knowing of the liabilities exceeding assets, of current or impending inability to pay debt):

and on those who by negligent commission of any of the acts named in the previous paragraph, leads at least by gross negligence the company to the inability to pay debt, current or impending; in the form of imprisonment not exceeding two years or fine. The offence shall, however, only entail liability if the offender has suspended payments or if insolvency proceedings have been instituted in relation to his assets or the application to institute proceedings has been rejected due to the lack of available assets. Interestingly, neither the 283 section, nor any other section related to bankruptcy, gives a definition or determining criteria on who is understood to be this “whosoever”. Presumably this person may be a managing director or a director, duly authorized by operation of law, Articles of Association of the company to exercise the duties (to manage the company’s affairs), fulfillment of which is protected by sections at issue\textsuperscript{132}.

Section 283a sets penalties for an aggravated bankruptcy, i.e. committing any of the acts listed in 283, but aggravated by one of the two factors, making the case ‘serious’ in the eyes of the legislator, first, when those responsible for the business act out of profit-seeking (presumably knowingly purporting to reach any other aim but company’s profit-making\textsuperscript{133}, and here the term of reasonable business risk appears unexpressly acknowledged by the legislator, i.e. the business administrators may be partially pardoned – and probably punished under less severe 283, in case they succeed to prove the risk they misfortunately took was reasonable and they acted prudently); second, when they knowingly (and this mens rea part the legislator highlights as determining factor) place many persons in danger of losing their assets that were entrusted to him, or in financial hardship. The reference to subjective categories of “hardship”, “acting out of profit-seeking” again demonstrates the subjective nature of German justice in the field of

\textsuperscript{132} Following the precise wording of Section 14 of the German Penal Code, it is a person “commissioned to manage the business in whole or in part, or expressly commissioned to perform autonomous duties incumbent on the owner of the business”, accessed 26 March 2011, http://www.iuscomp.org/glb/statutes/StGB.htm#14

\textsuperscript{133} Alfred Dzialinsky, Modern German Criminal Law, p. 501: such may be his personal mercenary motives.
business. The punishment to which an actor may be sentenced may take a form of imprisonment from 6 months to 10 years.

Violation of book-keeping duties (Section 283b of the German Penal Code)

By this section the legislator criminalized committed with intent:

- a violation by a person of his statutory obligation to keep books of account, as a consequence of which the survey of his net assets is made “more difficult”, an obligation by commercial law to draw up balance sheets (inventory) of assets in a prescribed time;
- keeping or modifying books of account, or contrary to commercial law drawing up balance sheets of assets, in such manner that a survey of his net assets is made “more difficult”;
- disposition, hiding, destruction, damaging of account or other documentation, in violation of an obligation (imposed by commercial law) to keep books during a fixed term, as a consequence of which the survey of his net assets is made “more difficult”; committed negligently:
  - violation of an obligation (imposed by commercial law) to draw up balance sheets (inventory) of assets in a prescribed time or drawing up such balance sheets contrary to commercial law in such a manner that the survey of net assets is made “more difficult”;
  - violation by a person of his statutory obligation to keep books of account, as a consequence of which the survey of his net assets was made “more difficult”; or keeping/modifying them in such manner that a survey of his net assets is made “more difficult”.

Any of the acts under part I (committed with intent) is punishable by imprisonment not exceeding two years or by fine. Acts under part II (committed negligently) are punishable by imprisonment not exceeding one years or by fine. However, the section refers to 283, implying the liability only in case the relative bankruptcy proceedings were not initiated due to the lack of available assets. Therefore, the legislator by this section has intensified the responsibility of those who are by operation of law obliged to maintain book accounts and modify those in due manner, in case the non-fulfillment of their duty had caused difficulties in the survey of the assets, and due to these difficulties the assets were rendered unavailable and bankruptcy proceedings were denied.

The legislator has also excluded the determinants by means of which drawing of balance sheets in a manner hindering the survey of the assets and failure to draw such balance sheets or inventory in the prescribed time were criminalized by 283, namely, when company’s liabilities exceed assets; company suffers from current or impending inability to pay its debt. Such exclusion, as well as lowering the level of mens rea for (1) and (3) parts of Section 283 (b) again seemingly was intended to intensify the liability of those bearing respective obligations, and to

---

Ibid., this person may be any other than one authorized to manage company’s affairs, it may be any corporate officer authorized to keep the books in order, make entries, maintain accounts of the company etc.

---
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demonstrate that due accounting, being the only measure of creditors (and court) to know if there are any assets to satisfy their claims, to know the value of these assets, for the purpose of the creditors’ economic interests protection shall be treated seriously, and the violation of the respective obligation shall, unlike in any other situation, be persecuted.

**Extending unlawful benefits to creditors or debtors (Sections 283c, 283d of the German Penal Code)**

The next sections come for the same purpose – to protect the principle of due distribution of the debtor’s assets among creditors. Again the section employs the subjective language, allowing the prosecutors and court make their own evaluation and assessment of the debtor’s conduct determining the fact of committing a crime as such.

Section 283c respectively penalizes granting a creditor a security or satisfaction to which he is not entitled, or granting this security or satisfaction at such time and in such manner that he is thereby given preferential treatment over other creditors, committed knowingly (intentionally), given that the offender has suspended payments or if insolvency proceedings have been instituted in relation to his assets or the application to institute proceedings has been rejected due to the lack of available assets. The attempt is punishable as well. The penalty may take a form of imprisonment of two years or a fine.

Section 283d criminalized two bad faith modes of treating the debtors: when the manager has the knowledge of impending inability to pay by another debtors, or when the payments of the company he manages were previously suspended, or when in respect of the company itself priorily the insolvency proceeding was initiated, or when by the company’s initiative the insolvency proceeding of another debtor was initiated, and gives his consent or when on his behalf the assets of the company are disposed, hidden or in a manner contrary to “regular business standards” destroyed, damaged or part of assets rendered unusable. Both presume the wrongful intent of the person responsible, expressed either in pure knowledge of the distressed situation of the company he manages and acts himself, or when the act above mentioned is
committed on his behalf or upon his consent. The legislator set strict penalty for the crime at issue – up to five years imprisonment or a fine, and criminalized a failed attempt to commit such wrongful act too. Additionally the law imposed stricter liability on those responsible for managing the business for their acting in the manner described in the first part of the section, and who evidently act ‘out of profit seeking’ or knowingly place many persons in danger of losing their assets that were entrusted to him, or in financial hardship, the penalty suggested is imprisonment from 6 months up to 10 years. The offence shall only entail liability only if the other person has suspended payments or if insolvency proceedings have been instituted in relation to his assets or the application to institute proceedings has been rejected due to lack of available assets.

**Summary Analysis of German Provisions of Bankruptcy Crimes Laws**

Although initially the German nation, one of the progenitors of the Faust-type risk philosophy, demonstrated a pro-active life position, aimed at reaching welfare and prosperity to be finally nearer to God, with time perception of risk and of its value in entrepreneurial conduct by Germans has undergone significant changes. The value of money already earned replaced the urge for (and value of) money yet to be earned, the former apparently prevailing over the latter, probably since the risk of losing the current standing (seen from religious perspective), the risk of losing welfare and social status for the mythic gains presumably appeared to be more significant than the potential risk of denied profit.

This shift might have predetermined the trend towards preservation and treasuring of money and assets, coupled with careful and precautious investment policies, as a consequence of the development of which the insolvency statutes and provisions on bankruptcy crimes were designed in such manner which allowed and nowadays allows the state fulfill the exclusive task of protecting creditors’ economic interests to the full extent. Seemingly, to fulfill this task the

---


136 Strengthened by domination and influence of banks, acting in Germany as major and exclusive creditors, on the management of debtors' affairs.
state employed the criminal law mechanisms in a very efficient way, simultaneously implementing their preventive (to be more precise, deterring role) and punitive functions. First of all, via these mechanisms the state demonstrates its unlimited punitive power to reach any business conduct presumed to be undue or not-enough-careful, and calls those who administer affairs of companies to be extremely attentive and precautious when building their business strategies and making their business decisions of whatever scale. The range of these “draconian” mechanisms is enormous – almost every act of the manager may be treated under these sections as criminal, starting with a mistake made in the books of the company, and ending with unjustified expenditures and intentional destruction of its assets. Thus it is evident that German bankruptcy system as such, unlike in the United States, does not appear to be of specific interest to the state, that is why one would not see among the German Penal Code sections ones specifically emphasizing the importance of the latter, the significance of honest and prudent treatment by the debtor of the bankruptcy system itself (and not merely creditors and creditors’ money), of his duties in the course of bankruptcy proceedings, of his faithful and authentic interrelation and cooperation with the other ‘members’ of this system. Instead, the relative sections of the statute (283 to 283d) oblige to make best effort in order to run the affairs of the company in the least risky way, and in case of failure to make the current financial standing of the company transparent to creditors, so that they could monitor the dynamics in the state of their ‘investment’ and cease financial cooperation with the debtor any time at the lowest cost, or distribute the property at the earliest, so that the value of assets (therefore the value of their interest) was least affected by continuous distress of the company, i.e. again at the lowest cost.

So, if the United States’ judicial ‘machine’ switches on only upon the filing (under the slogan “Try your best to do business, but if you fail, don’t cheat on the system, and it will mercy you”), the German system, employing the deterring effect, acts ‘in advance’, seeking to prevent even an idea of business risk on the company’s (creditors’) assets (and the German slogan could be formulated in the following way: “Don’t even think of becoming insolvent, but

---

137 The wording of 283 is self-descriptive; see e.g. “in the case of institution of insolvency proceedings”.
if you finally do – take care of your creditors or die”). Fair enough would be to notice, that despite the draconian type of business and bankruptcy rules business is obliged to follow under the risks of ‘social death’ and life-long stigma, probably exactly such attitude to the term of ‘due business conduct’ and ‘liability’ in context of business administration, where no disorder under any circumstances shall be excused by neither the state nor the business community, turns out to be the best disciplinary tool to ensure the requisite prudence and inborn business responsibility. Possibly, because of these business ethics maxims the legislator ab initio was not in the need of protecting the system by imposing on business actors of additional duty to ‘respect’ the system itself (no specifically related to bankruptcy provisions against false oaths/certificates/declaration, false claims for proof, adverse interest and conduct of officers etc.), and that is why German criminal law does not specifically focus on adequate and transparent interrelation of the debtor with the bankruptcy system.

Despite the evident differences in the approaches, however, both systems of the United States and of Germany do have similar mechanisms. Among such are the provisions against:

- concealment of assets, fraudulent pre-bankruptcy transfers in the U.S. (U.S.C. 152 (1,7)) and bankruptcy in Germany (German Penal Code, 283, part I, paragraphs 1, 7, although read with the qualification that Germany did not condition the applicability of the section on the initiation of the bankruptcy proceedings, unlike the U.S.);
- concealment or destruction of records in the U.S. (U.S.C. 152 (8,9)) and bankruptcy in Germany (German Penal Code, 283, part I, paragraphs 5-7, read with the same qualification as given above);
- receiving property with the intent to defeat the Bankruptcy Code in the U.S. (U.S.C. 152 (5) and bankruptcy in Germany (German Penal Code, 283, part I, paragraphs 2-4).

Independently but with the relevance to bankruptcy and to transparency in bankruptcy issues, the German Penal Code additionally criminalized violation of book-keeping duties by section 283b, but avoided criminalizing (seemingly due to cultural issues discussed above) bribery ‘in bankruptcy’ and embezzlement against estate.
Chapter 3: Bankruptcy Crimes in Russia

History of Bankruptcy and Bankruptcy Crimes in Russia

Russia, another Christianity pillar, represents an approach to life, welfare and entrepreneurship, completely different from American and German. The Orthodox Church has never directed a man to God by invoking him to work. The Russians’ way to Heavens goes through suffer, humility and reflection. Vast territories, instable climate (environmental) conditions circumstanced spasmodic responding of Russians to the life challenges and to labour. Another factor weakening the advantage of ‘hard work’ in the eyes of Russians was an ineradicable urge for collectivity and to avoid responsibility for your own life. This mentality type formed a typical of Russians attitude to entrepreneurship – as to an unplanned, chaotic, shiftless activity. Presumably, that is why indebtedness has never been treated as evil and dramatic occurrence in the life of Russian businessmen, and that is why Russian legal thought never strove to invent harsh and effective vehicles to preclude business’s irresponsibility towards debt and indebtedness.

The first norms and rules regarding bankruptcy ever mentioned in Russian legal history were dated the 11th century, and were contained in the provisions of the Russian Justice Code. In czarist Russia bankruptcy procedures were regulated by the Bankruptcy Charter of 1800, setting main mechanisms and consequences of bankruptcy. By this act, the one who announced himself insolvent in a court hearing or in the presence of the notary upon his request, or who was reported as unable to pay off the debt by submission to the court of unpaid promissory notes and turned unable to pay them in a month-post-filing period, was deemed to be bankrupt. The czarist legislation, however, distinguished the term of ‘insolvency’ from the term of ‘bankruptcy’. Insolvency, being a generic term gave origin to bankruptcy, and was defined as a financial standing which constituted grounds to presume the inability to satisfy creditors’ claims on a
ratable basis (proportionally), and was confirmed by court. Thus the main symptoms of insolvency were asset or cash shortage. Bankruptcy in its turn was understood as careless or willful infliction of damages by debtor to his creditors by diminution or concealment of his assets. Bankruptcy was criminal and a type of complication of insolvency, which could be ‘misfortunate’, caused ‘by recklessness’, ‘willful’ or even ‘committed knowingly’. It was regarded as ‘lucrative’ or ‘aggravated’ (‘fraudulent’) if caused by intended concealment of assets by debtor standing in debt he found himself unable to repay, with the aim of obtaining a financial benefit by avoiding the said repayment of debt.

The majority of provisions setting liability for breach of economic order in czarist Russia (from the latter half of the nineteenth century to the early twentieth century) were accumulated in Chapters 2, 12, 13 and 14 (section VIII) of the “Crime and Correction Code”, Sections 1163-1168 of the Code established liability for various kinds of abuse of bankruptcy rules and principles. Due to the historical and economic perturbations, the next reference to the bankruptcy or bankruptcy related crimes was made only in the 1996 Criminal Code of the Russian Federation (further referred to as “The Russian Criminal Code” or the “Criminal Code”), in Chapter 22 named “Economic crimes”. The set of bankruptcy and bankruptcy related crimes was and is treated in the Russian doctrine of criminal law (however, not separated into a single subchapter in the Criminal Code) as ‘crimes against creditors’ interests’, and include: unlawful receipt of loan/credit, malicious evasion of payment of accounts due (payable), bankruptcy misconduct, intended bankruptcy and fictitious bankruptcy.

Russian legislation on bankruptcy (post-reform legislation) in general, is considered to be one of the most dynamically renewed and constantly improved fields of Russian post-reform law. The content of the three versions of Statute on Bankruptcy issued during the last two
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decades, expressly shows the state and development of Russian economy and dominating business values and priorities (business mentality/conduct/ethics as part of it). Therefore, if the first law on bankruptcy enacted in November 1992 was almost a typical pro-debtor act, then the statute of January 1998 turned to an absolutely contrary direction, to protect creditors with the only exception that the state itself represented by specific bodies and authorities was actually deprived of the “creditor” status in relations with national organizations and individuals. However, the act had crucial discrepancies and defects which prevented it from being used as an effective tool, and furthermore, allowed it be misused for the unlawful and even criminal takeovers and property redistribution.

The new law was enacted on the third of December 2002 and was a specimen of a new business and legal ideology and state policies regarding insolvency. The document dramatically extended the list of persons eligible for the “bankrupt” status, equated in rights bankruptcy creditors with respective bankruptcy authorities; raised the limit of debt upon which the bankruptcy proceedings may be initiated; obliged the debtor applying for voluntary insolvency to provide the proof of financial distress and inability to satisfy potential claims of creditors and repay its debts outside of bankruptcy. The outstanding feature of the act, however, was that it introduced an absolutely new to the Russian law institutions like financial sanation (rehabilitation) procedure, obligation of the court to verify in hearing the debtor’s claim for supervision procedure, transfer opportunity from winding up procedure into an external administration procedure.

The act has on one hand significantly strengthened the trustee’s role and independence in bankruptcy process, and on the other hand specified the measures of control over them. So, the law set new requirements to the person of trustee and changed the process of his appointment: the law said the trustee must be a member to a self-regulated organization and have a higher education degree, the court shall appoint him out of the list proposed by the creditors’ meeting, prior approval obtained from the self-regulated organization of the membership of the candidate.
The self-regulated organization must render competitive selection of candidates for the office of a trustee, build a list which is to be sent to the court, a debtor and a representative of the creditors’ assembly are both entitled to disallow one person each on the list, the rest candidate may be appointed by court as trustee except for cases when the court finds facts of the selection procedure rules’ violation, or of inconsistency of the candidate with the status requirements. At every stage of the bankruptcy procedure the trustee is either to control and monitor the bankrupt organization, or administrate it. As per the act, the activities of the trustees are to be regulated and organized by the self-regulated organizations to which they are affixed, which does not, however, exclude the control by the state over both the trustees and the self-regulated organizations.

Another amendments to the act were enacted in December 2008 and again detalized the rules regulating operation of the trustees – the act fixed a duty of the trustee to avoid conflict of interest with the bankrupt, imposed on persons of any kind an obligation to provide a trustee with the information regarding assets and liabilities of the debtor upon his request; and provided creditors with an option to request appointment of particular candidate as trustee in case such candidate meets the qualification requirements set for the office. Last time the Statute was amended in April 2009. The amendments adjusted the mechanism of personal liability on corporate officers for debtor’s debt, and also of transactions’ contest. The amendment established the term of ‘suspicious’ transactions and of ‘preferential treatment transactions’ (to replace the categories of transactions with interest and transactions performed after or during 6 months prior to the filing of the application for bankruptcy (if they cause preferential treatment of one creditor against another)), those can be contested in court proceedings.

The amendments of special interest were those affecting the limits of the corporate officers’ liability. First of all, the act made liable those who had been in factual control of the debtor in the 2 preceding bankruptcy years, i.e. those who were authorized to give mandatory instructions to the debtor or determine his activities in another manner (of course, when such
guilty actions/directions caused the poor standing of the debtor). The head of the organization, the act said, may be held liable for the unavailability in the books and on accounts of the debtor of the information (or misrepresentation of the information) about assets and liabilities of the debtor at the moment when the debtor was officially granted the bankruptcy status, the persons in factual control of the debtor being thereby bound to compensate the amount insufficient for satisfaction of the creditors’ claims (the corporate veil pierced thus).

By the Statute on Bankruptcy (Insolvency) bankruptcy is defined as an established by court or announced by debtor his inability to satisfy claims of creditors. The legal entity is unable to cover its debts, if the respective payment duties have not been fulfilled during 3 months period from the moment they became due (regarding the individuals additionally if the amount of obligations exceeds the value of his assets). The company is bankrupt only after the fact of insolvency has been approved by court (or official announcement by the debtor in case of voluntary winding up). The procedure generally described above is quite often violated by unlawful acts of the debtor or its owners, or imminently prior to the bankruptcy procedure, when the forthcoming insolvency may be foreseen.

Bankruptcy related crimes in Russia

Unlawful Credit Receipt (Section 176 of the Russian Criminal Code) and Malicious Evasion of Payment of Accounts Due (Section 177 of the Russian Criminal Code)

The term “credit” derives from Latin *creditum*, meaning a loan. In contemporary Russian language “credit” is understood as granting valuables (money, goods) in arrears, as well as “commercial reliance”. The disposition of the constituent elements of the crime in question supposes reference to civil law and practice for definitions and description of the main terms and
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149 Under Russian Civil Code the terms “loan” and “credit” have different meanings. While a loan can be given by any organization/person, a credit may be provided only by a bank or non-banking credit organization, those are entitled to operate at the market only upon obtaining a special license, so to avoid misunderstanding it was found more appropriate with regard to the section 176 to use the term “credit” (see sections 807, 819 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation, accessed 12 March 2011, http://www.gk-rf.ru/glava42)
categories the section uses (Chapter 42 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation, Federal Statute on Banks and Banking of 1990, Statute on Licensing of Specific Types of Activities of 2001 etc.). Thus under Russian civil law, by a credit agreement a bank or another non-banking credit organization (creditor) undertakes to lend money (credit) to a borrower in an amount and under the terms agreed upon in the credit agreement, and the borrower undertakes to refund the amount borrowed, with interest. It is worth mentioning that Russian banks and credit organizations legally operating in Russia, provide credits based on principles of refundability, maturity, serviceability, security and purposefulness.

The social danger of the crime is dramatic – the targets are the principle of entrepreneurship, creditors’ interest, due capital circulation, credit system of the state, finally, state’s financial standing and sustainability. Criminal nature of the act penalized by part one of section 176 is that entrepreneurs, commercial or non-commercial entities obtain credit, intentionally on preferential terms, by misleading creditors about shareholders, partners, availability and value of security, actual possibilities to repay the debt upon maturity, having represented themselves as financially reliable clients, presenting false guarantee letters or contracts proving financial and commercial sustainability of the company etc. The knowingly false documents may range from false books and accounting records, false registration certificate to constituent documents, memoranda on accounts payable/receivable etc.

A material detriment to a creditor here is sine qua non – for an investigator would be a must to establish a connection between the fact that misinforming the creditor affected the decision of lending money to the debtor on preferential terms, and the fact of lending money as such, and to establish that should the false information be not received by the creditor, the crucial decision would have never been taken. The detriment may take a form of damages, material losses, lost profit, other negatively financially affecting the business of the creditor (causing
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insolvency of the creditor, business disorder, decreased turnover, unpaid taxes, non-fulfillment of other obligations, need for collective redundancies. The bottom limit of materiality of the detriment, is determined in section 169 of the Criminal Code, and amounts to one million five hundred thousand rubles. The actor under part one of section 176 may be an individual entrepreneur, the corporate officer of a commercial/non-commercial organization, duly authorized to enter into credit agreements on behalf of this organization, other managers or officers of the organization may be treated as accomplices meanwhile. The intent is essential. The actor must act with a clear purpose to mislead the creditor, and must foresee the social danger of his act – the possibility and/or even the inevitability of the material detriment and presume that so foreseen outcome may take place or even will for it to take place. The penalties set for this crime may be either a fine amounting up to two hundred thousand rubles (or salary amount for the period of eighteen months at most), or mandatory works of 180-240 working hours duration, or arrest for up to six months, or imprisonment for up to five years.

The second part of section 176 stipulates the criminal liability for unlawful receipt of the state targeted credit (1) and misallocation of state targeted credit, when the act caused material damages to a citizen of Russia, an organization or state (2). Additionally the section covers the act of the person authorized to approve the application for the state credit.

“When a state credits business, distributing its financial resources on the principles of refundability, maturity, serviceability and on the term of allocation the money in accordance with the purpose of the credit. The receipt of the credit should be treated as unlawful when the candidate intentionally breaks the provisions of law setting the rules and grounds for such receipt of the credit. It is also unlawful when the state officers are defrauded with the purpose of obtaining the credit by any means.”

The misallocation of the targeted state credit implies disposal of the money so received contrary to the purpose of the credit, with the only exception given by section 39 of the Criminal Code – when the borrower is in the state of urgent necessity. The penalty could be a fine amounting to 100-300 thousand rubles (or salary amount for the period from one to two years) or imprisonment for up to five years.

Malicious evasion of payment of accounts due (section 177). The market functions safely when its actors fulfill the duties they undertake against each other, nonfulfillment entails tort liability (Chapter 25 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation). In particular, The Civil Code sets liability for the use of another person’s monetary funds/detention of funds, evasion of return of these funds, delay in such return or in the interest payment, and in case the amount of damages exceeds the interest be charged over the sum so misused, the owner may claim for damages in the sum so exceeding the interest amount total.\footnote{Section 325 of the Civil Code of Russia, accessed 14 March 2011, \url{http://www.gk-rf.ru/statia395}; section 309, accessed 15 March 2011, \url{http://www.gk-rf.ru/statia309}}

The legislator has stipulated three elements constituting a crime under 177: a formal existence of effective judicial act, issued upon the complaint of the creditor, for the creditor, i.e. obliging the debtor to redeem the debt \footnote{See the Official Explanatory Note to Section 169 of the Criminal Code, accessed 15 March 2011, \url{http://www.consultant.ru/popular/ukrf/10_31.html}}\footnote{I. Kozgevnikov, *Economy Crimes Investigation: Guide For Investigators* (Moscow: Spark, 1999), p.208} (1); malicious evasion of fulfilling the duty imposed by the court, given the necessary funds available (2); the amount of debt must be large, i.e. at least equal to one million five hundred thousand rubbles\footnote{Boris Volghenkin, *Economic Crimes*, p. 85} (3). The target (legal goods, social relations under threat, protected by the state by means of the provision) of the crime is the judgments’ execution system in the field of debtor-creditor relations,\footnote{I. Kozgevnikov, *Economy Crimes Investigation: Guide For Investigators* (Moscow: Spark, 1999), p.208} the system of justice in general.

The crime is committed by inaction, i.e. a failure of a debtor to act in accord to the law and contract requirements, and the judgment of the court in order to fulfill his obligations as against his creditors and the state, on behalf of which the court issued its decision. The malicious character of a criminal’s behavior is in his intended failure to pay off his debt, when the funds available (of course, the reasons for non-payment and the duration of non-payment period, creation by debtor of obstacles for the debt to be collected, pressure on the creditor and other circumstances of the debtor’s behavior shall be considered).\footnote{I. Kozgevnikov, *Economy Crimes Investigation: Guide For Investigators* (Moscow: Spark, 1999), p.208}

The person subject to criminal liability under 177 is either the head of the organization, liable for debt, or other corporate officers duly authorized to administer the relative duties, as well as an individual of the least age of 16 years, indebted. The crime is committed with an express intent, the motives be established in the investigation procedure and would determine the limits of liability. It is a continuous offense, which starts after the judicial act confirming the legitimacy of the creditors’ claim becomes effective, and lasts till the debtor fulfills his obligations to discharge the debt or is officially criminally prosecuted.
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The penalty set by the sections is a fine in the amount up to two hundred thousand rubbles (or amount of salary for the period up to eighteen months), or mandatory works of 180-240 working hours, or arrest for up to six months, or imprisonment for up to two years.

**Bankruptcy crimes in Russia**

**Misconduct in bankruptcy (Section 195 of the Russian Criminal Code)**

Entrepreneurship is an activity rendered independently, at the own risk and peril of an entrepreneur, so bankruptcy caused by improper business management and administration, risky transactions and financial carelessness, high competition as well stay a routine phenomenon for the world economies. In such a case the interests of creditors and other bodies whose interest the debtor would not be in a position to satisfy due to insolvency, are mostly vulnerable and require higher protection provided by the state.

The criminal Code as mentioned above, sets the liability for those committing wrongdoings on the eve or during the bankruptcy procedure as well. Part one of section 195 is designed for the situations when an organization or an individual entrepreneur have already announced themselves bankrupt, as well as when the persons named in the provisions of the Criminal Code (head of the organization, owner of the bankrupt organization or an individual entrepreneur) are in a position to foresee bankruptcy. The situation of foreseeing insolvency takes place when all the circumstances together show the corporate officers that the organization would be incapable of fulfilling its monetary obligations on prescribed terms and in due time, given that creditors’ claims may only be satisfied via collection and distribution of debtor’s assets. To gain economic benefits, by overriding the economic interests of creditors, the criminals would conceal assets subject to further collection under the bankruptcy procedure, hide data about the value, amount and location of the assets or any other information about it, transfer
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the rights to property to third parties and for the named purpose hide, alienate it in another manner or destroy it; falsify accounting records and books. These and other actions alike would constitute the actus reus element of the crime.

The constituting element of the crime is serious damage caused by the act, to a state, an organization or an individual, regarding the obligation of the debtor to repay the debt owed. The amount of the damages should exceed 1 million 500 thousand rubbles\textsuperscript{166}, but the final decision on the materiality of the damage caused shall be subject to the court’s consideration (deliberation on certain circumstances of the case, financial standing of the debtor, material standing of the creditor). The crime is committed with intent\textsuperscript{167}, either direct or indirect, the motive not serving as a defining factor for qualification. The criminal may be punished by restriction of freedom for up to two years, by arrest of 4-6 months duration, or imprisonment for up to three years combined (or not combined) with a fine amounting up to 200 thousand rubbles (or salary amount for a period not exceeding eighteen months).

Part 2 of Section 195 contains an independent from the first part crime – it sets liability for unlawful satisfaction of ‘preferred’ creditors’ claims, in the knowledge of actual insolvency, of the detriment the act may cause to the creditors of higher priority; and for acceptance of such satisfaction by the creditor knowing the preference is ungrounded and detrimental to other creditors. In this regard to identify the actus reus part of the crime the investigator should much rely on the provisions of the Statute on Bankruptcy (Insolvency). The named Statute sets the top (extra) priority rules, general priority rules among creditors and priority rules for current payments due.

First of all, most urgently and out of turn, at the expense of the debtor organization be satisfied the claims of creditors for current payments when the obligation of the debtor to pay arose after the filing of the application for bankruptcy status. In case the debtor’s bankruptcy and ceased activities would cause technogenic or ecological catastrophe or loss of life, out of turn also be satisfied the expenses incurred in order to prevent such negative effects.

The current debt shall be covered in the following priority:
- judicial expenses, trustee’s fees, fees of persons duly appointed by trustee to comply with the Statute’s requirements;
- debtor’s employees’ salaries;
- utility bills, maintenance payments necessary for the debtor to keep operating;
- any other payments.

Creditors’ claims shall be satisfied in the following order:
- payments to individuals based on tort liability of the debtor for life and health injuries, moral damages compensation;

- severance payments and payments to authors employed under copyright agreements;
- any other payments;
- payments under contracts voided on the grounds of being treated by court as ‘suspicious’ (section 61.2) or as giving unjustified priority to one of the creditors (section 61.3) under the Statute\textsuperscript{168}. The secured debt is recovered out of the assets used of the debtor employed as collateral\textsuperscript{169}.

So, from the moment the court received an application for bankruptcy procedure creditors are prohibited to address their claims to the debtor in order to be satisfied “on an individual preferential basis”. From this moment all decisions and actions on behalf of the debtor may be initiated/made either by the assembly of creditors\textsuperscript{170}, or by the creditors’ committee\textsuperscript{171}. The criterion to distinguish 195 part one, 195 part two from another types of criminal liability in bankruptcy is the element of material detriment to a creditor (creditors), which stays a subjective category and shall be evaluated depending on the financial standing of the debtor. For both parts of the section an actor may be a corporate officer authorized to dispose the assets of the debtor due to the office designated to him and the creditor’s duly authorized corporate officer .either an owner of the stock of the organization, as well as any other person, organizing, abetting, aiding in the course of bankruptcy procedures or on the eve of such. Both crimes are committed with intent, either direct or indirect. The criminal may be punished by a fine in the amount up to 300 thousand rubbles (or salary amount for a period not exceeding six months), or by restriction of freedom for up to 1 year, or by arrest of up to four months duration, or imprisonment for up to 1 year combined (or not combined) with a fine amounting up to 80 thousand rubbles (or salary amount for a period not exceeding six months).

The third part of Section 195 sets liability for obstruction of trustees’ activities and for temporary refusal of provision to a credit or any other type of financial organization (including committed in forms of evasion or refusal) or to a temporary administration body of the credit or any other type of financial organization, or to the trustee of documents necessary for due fulfillment of their duties, or assets belonging to the organization (including the credit or any other type of financial organization), in cases when the functions of the head of the organization

\textsuperscript{170} Section 12 of the Statute on Bankruptcy (Insolvency), accessed 15 March 2011, http://www.consultant.ru/popular/bankrupt/58_1.html#p245
\textsuperscript{171} Section 17 of the Statute on Bankruptcy (Insolvency), accessed 15 March 2011, http://www.consultant.ru/popular/bankrupt/58_1.html#p401
are designated to the trustee or the head of the temporary administration body of the credit or any other type of financial organization, if the act (acts) mentioned above caused serious (material) damages. The section allows to punish the criminal by a fine in the amount up to 200 thousand rubbles (or salary amount for a period not exceeding eighteen months), or by mandatory works of 180-240 working hours duration, or by correction works of duration up to two years, or by arrest of up to six months, or by imprisonment for up to 3 years.

**Intended bankruptcy (Section 196 of the Russian Criminal Code)**

The crime implies: deliberate, intended bankruptcy, i.e. intended creation of and/or escalation of the company’s indebtedness (1); committed by a duly authorized corporate officer of the company (2); for his own benefit or for the benefit of third persons (3); when by such act serious damages or any other negative consequences were caused (4). Any type of fraudulent transfer would constitute a good example of criminal behavior under 196 (including, but not limited to transfer of property undervalued, obtaining target credits for further non-fulfillment of the purpose of the credit, allowance of credits or granting assets to legal entities and individuals initially not intending to return those, implied that prior to such transactions the parties had knowledge of each other’s criminal intent and agreement upon the ‘terms’ of such agreement).

Any of the above activities is to be committed prior to the opening of the liquidation proceeding, i.e. before the court issues a judgment confirming the bankrupt status of the debtor, or prior to a debtor’s announcement of its insolvency (upon consent of its creditors). The serious detriment is meaningful in this case as well, the lowest limit defined by section 169 mentioned above, and in this case the detriment may take not only the form of financial distress (up to financial ‘death’ of the organization, e.g.), but also non-proprietary grave consequences, like collective redundancies, labour rights’ violation etc. The actor characteristics are similar to those referred to in section 195. The mens rea element is constituted by a direct or indirect intent, the motives not influential on qualification. The section sets the following variety of penalties: a fine in the amount from 200 to 500 thousand rubbles (or salary amount for a period from 1 to 3
years), or by imprisonment for up to 6 years combined (or not combined) with a fine amounting up to 200 thousand rubbles (or salary amount for a period not exceeding eighteen months).

**Fictitious bankruptcy (Section 197 of the Russian Criminal Code)**

Completely different is the case of fictitious bankruptcy, when a commercial organization or an individual entrepreneur possess enough monetary funds and assets to cover the debt, but knowingly and wittingly make an announcement of insolvency to mislead creditors about the date of actually possible return of funds (upon availability criterion), and to be granted unjustified delay, discounts or partial relief. Such announcement is practically made prior to opening of the bankruptcy procedure – it may take a form of an application for bankruptcy status filed with the court (signed by a duly authorized corporate officer), or a form of written notice of financial insolvency addressing the creditors along with request for their consent for voluntary winding up of the organization. This notice/application should contain the amounts due and the reasons upon which the debtor finds itself unable to pay the debt, and it should be followed by the list of creditors and debtors with the transcript of their accounts receivable and payable along with other documents prescribed for filing by the Statute. The false information contained in these documents would demonstrate an intent of the criminal to defraud creditors. Creditworthiness of an undertaking, as well as its inability to repay debt, may be, for instance, established by means of financial analysis by any of the three criteria: current liquidity ratio, capital ratio and paying capacity recovery coefficient. The main distinguishing point for 197 and 196 crimes is that the fictitious bankruptcy implies solvency of the organization, while in case of deliberate (intended) bankruptcy the financial distress is actual, whatever causes predetermined such standing.

The announcement of insolvency shall be deemed to be made in the form of application for bankruptcy status filed with the court (duly signed by the head of the debtor organization), or in the form of request for consent addressing creditors, as well as in an official announcement of insolvency. The materiality requirement, as well as the criteria and rules of materiality evaluation
apply in the same way as to 195. The section sets the following penalties: a fine in the amount from 100 to 300 thousand rubles (or salary amount for a period from 1 to 2 years), or by imprisonment for up to 6 years combined (or not combined) with a fine amounting up to 80 thousand rubles (or salary amount for a period not exceeding six months)\textsuperscript{172}.

**Comparative Analysis of the United States, German and Russian Provisions of Bankruptcy Crimes Laws: Lessons for Russia**

Before proceeding to the comparative analysis of criminal sanctions the United States, Germany and Russia impose on actors in bankruptcy, the author would briefly summarize the conclusions on the present state of Russian criminal law on bankruptcy.

Concerning the rule of law and legitimacy in general in or preceding bankruptcy the Russian legislator has chosen to criminalize five particular modes of behavior, three of them directly connected with bankruptcy (misconduct in bankruptcy under 195, intended bankruptcy under 196 and fictitious bankruptcy under 197) and two other modes related or possibly related to bankruptcy (unlawful receipt of credit under 176 and malicious evasion of payment of accounts due under 177). All the sections are located in Chapter 22 of the Russian Criminal Code “Crimes Committed in the Field of Economic Activities” are not separated from other sections of the Chapter into an independent subchapter.

Under the Russian criminal law\textsuperscript{173} malicious evasion of payment of accounts due under 177, extending unlawful benefits to creditors under part II of 195 are classified as misdemeanors; unlawful receipt of credit under 176, concealment of assets under part I of 195 and obstruction of credit organization trustee’s activities under part III of 195 are classified as crimes ‘of average gravity’; and intended bankruptcy under 196 and fictitious bankruptcy under 197 are classified as grave crimes\textsuperscript{174}. Thus, the strictest liability is set for intended or fictitious bankruptcy;

\textsuperscript{172} Section 197 of the Criminal Code, accessed 17 March 2011, [http://www.consultant.ru/popular/ukrf/10_31.html#p2962](http://www.consultant.ru/popular/ukrf/10_31.html#p2962)
\textsuperscript{174} Worth noticing is how Russian bankruptcy crimes could be classified under the U.S. criminal law: unlawful receipt of credit under 176, intended bankruptcy under 196 and fictitious bankruptcy under 197 are classified\textsuperscript{175} as Class D felonies; malicious evasion of payment of accounts due under 177, concealment of assets under part I of 195 and obstruction of credit organization trustee’s activities under part III of 195 as Class E felonies; and extending unlawful benefits to creditors under part II of 195 is classified as Class A misdemeanor; see section 3559 U.S.C., accessed 27 March 2011, [http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/18/uscode_18_00003559----000-.html](http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/18/uscode_18_00003559----000-.html)
obstruction of credit organization trustee’s activities, concealment of assets and unlawful credit
receipt would cause ‘medium’ penalty, and malicious evasion of payment of accounts and
extending unlawful benefits to creditors would cause the lightest punishment.

Upon the research made with regard to criminal bankruptcy in Russia, the author has
come to several conclusions. First of all, in the author’s opinion, the structure of the Russian
Criminal Code, the location of bankruptcy crimes in it and bankruptcy crimes’ place as per
classification given by the Criminal Code (see paragraph above), the sequence, substance and
order of sections devoted to bankruptcy issues, make evident the lack of intention of the
Russian legislator to treat either the bankruptcy system of Russia, or the economic interests of
creditors as fundamentally important and major legal goods to be protected under criminal law
(as well as to give any of these goods priority in protection by means of this field of law).

Russian criminal law doctrine and implicitly the criminal legislation suggest existence of
a number of legal goods criminal law is designated to protect, nominally classified into groups,
depending on the type of social relations existing and functioning ‘around’ these goods.
Nominally, because none of the laws expressly state, that either of these goods is protected, and
what these goods are, but the classification and debate on these legal goods and their groupings
are an essential part of Russian criminal law theory (it covers lots of issues never regulated by
criminal legislation). The opinions on what particular legal goods or a group of legal goods
economic crimes provisions protect, are represented by the most established criminal law
theorists (M. Yani, N. Lopashenko, B. Volgenkin, I. Klepitzky etc.) and are generally split.
Bankruptcy and bankruptcy related crimes, as said, are located in Chapter 22 of the Criminal
Code “Crimes in the Field of Business (Economic) Activities”, which means (as per the Russian
criminal law doctrine) that along with other provisions combined under this chapter, the
provisions on bankruptcy crimes are designated to protect the same for all generic group of legal
goods (typically “legal order in the field of economic activities”, “economic order”, “the interests
of the state in the field of economic activities” etc.).

175 The conclusion appears viable exclusively in the light of studied and compared U.S. and Germany regimes
Meanwhile, the “subgroup” (although not grouped officially under a separate subchapter, as well as any other subgroup, like the subgroup of tax crimes, e.g.) of bankruptcy and bankruptcy related crimes, one staying within the group of “crimes committed in the field of economic activities”, by the criminal law doctrine is understood to protect its own specific subgroup of legal goods. The “subgroup” of legal goods not only because each section covers different actus reus and mens rea elements and thus protects specific relations, but also because in this field the opinions are split as well. Some authors see in the role of such legal goods “the relations emerging in connection with entrepreneurial activities”, others name “the protected by the state relations emerging in connection with distribution of estate among creditors” as such, others would say it’s the creditors’ proprietary interests, employees’ rights, state’s interests etc. The list is not exhaustive, and is followed by the list of “complementary” legal goods the provisions at issue are presumably designated to protect as well.

Thus, the uncertainty of the legal elite about nature of the phenomenon of criminal conduct in or imminently prior to bankruptcy as such and about relations that need to be protected with respect to this phenomenon, is evident, and legislator has failed as well to clarify the issue. A good sign of systematic approach to bankruptcy crimes as a legal phenomenon, however, could be the inclusion of those into a particular subchapter of Chapter 22, identifying as well the particular legal goods or a group of such the state sought to protect having included all the relevant sections into this subchapter. However, to identify a number and substance of sections to be included into this subchapter, the legislator needs an approach to the phenomenon and the problems arising within, which seems to be lacked as well.

To the conclusion that integrity of Russian bankruptcy system, the interests of this system and the system itself are not regarded as legal goods of major importance in context of criminal law the author has come having analyzed a number of circumstances. First of all, Russia is still on its way to the effective and well organized bankruptcy system. The numerous recent and expected amendments to the Russian bankruptcy law, recent creation of new institutions (self-
regulated trustees’ associations e.g.) and of acts to regulate activities of these institutions and their members, to regulate the issues of control and monitoring function of the state with regard to these institutions, unending debate on bankruptcy issues among theorists, make it evident to the author that bankruptcy system as such, as a mechanism capable of balancing and protecting the interests of all the members of ‘bankruptcy relations’ does exist yet and is still in the stage of formation. That is why the Russian Criminal Code is seemingly not treated yet as one of the primary sources of the protection the members of bankruptcy relations need, therefore the legislator has not paid specific attention to the issue of criminalization of disregard of the bankruptcy system and its integrity/rules/procedures as such. That is why only one section of the Code may be contingently considered as designated to protect the integrity of Russian bankruptcy system, namely section 195 (punishing concealment of assets, extending unlawful benefits to creditors and obstruction of credit organization trustee’s activities). However, the legislator chose to ensure via criminal law tools the activities of the trustees only with respect to credit (financial) organization, presumably having classified as serious the scale of consequences of abuse in case of credit organizations; and both other acts do not require the bankruptcy procedure be launched, so these acts may be committed and shall be deemed criminal before and after such procedure launched, thus independent of the fact if the bankruptcy system “machine” was switched on or not.

The lack of systemic approach to the issue of bankruptcy system protection is demonstrated on the example of the same section via the penalties it sets – if the first and the last parts of 195 go under the same category of crimes of average gravity, extending unlawful benefits to creditors under part two is classified as misdemeanor. Moreover, the recent and planned amendments to the Criminal Code demonstrate more than loyal attitude of the state towards economic crimes in general and bankruptcy crimes in particular. The recent March 2011 amendments to the Criminal Code gave room to courts to vary sanctions to apply to criminals.
depending on the ‘circumstances of the case\[176\], and the planned radical changes are supposed to give ‘pardon’ for economic crimes, intended and fictitious bankruptcy among such, for compensation of loss caused by criminal to the affected party plus payment of the same amount to the budget five-fold, or for payment to the budget of the amount illegally gained plus the same amount five-fold\[177\]. Thus the concept of the punitive function of criminal sanctions is to be denied and replaced by the ‘exchange relations’ concept, under which the state will enact the mechanism of selling freedom to the most generous criminals which in its turn, in the author’s opinion, would therefore promote and encourage criminal activities in the field of bankruptcy and not only in this field.

The contrary situation about bankruptcy system protection is in the U.S. The number of sections presumably intended to ensure due treatment by the members of bankruptcy relations of these relations and the role of the state itself (represented by the bankruptcy system institutions) is impressive. Apart from section 152 containing 9 subsections of the same equally strong focus on the protection of the integrity of the bankruptcy system, the variety of issues arising in the course of this system’s functioning is explicitly covered by 153-155 and Sarbanes-Oxley Act 1519. Additionally, apart from criminal law enforcement aspects, the United States have separated judges dealing with bankruptcy issues from others, having created bankruptcy courts. Further, the accents made in the relevant provisions of American criminal law and the recent trend towards severization of punishment for abuse of the opportunities the bankruptcy system provides, makes evident that the state strives to protect this system, since it presumably accumulated in it all its authorities and power in order to control and balance relations within bankruptcy, thus would seek to ensure its most effective functioning, would punish violators in the strictest way.

176 See a short analytical note on the recent amendments – it gives precise information on the amendments and is easy to understand from the perspective of a stranger to the Russian criminal law; accessed 26 March 2011, http://pressplus.ru/archives/14337
177 It means that the investigation shall be rendered in full and the fact of bankruptcy crime committed shall be proved in full, but the files shall not be sent for the trial hearing, and the investigator upon receipt of the document evincing the payment shall “close” the case, and the criminal shall not be further prosecuted. He is not deemed to have any criminal record thus, which is equal to German stigma in Russia. See another short note on the planned amendments, expected to come for perusal and verification to the legislative authorities soon, accessed 26 March 2011, http://www.newvers.ru/society/17569.
Neither Russian Criminal Code systematically protects creditors’ economic interests in the field of bankruptcy, which has become obvious to the author through the analysis of wording of the sections seemingly designed to cover these interests, namely, unlawful receipt of credit under 176, malicious evasion of payment of accounts due under 177 and again extending unlawful benefits to creditors under part II of 195, intended bankruptcy under 196 and fictitious bankruptcy under 197.

Thus, Section 176 could be employed only in case the criminal act has caused material damage to the affected party, which amounts to not less than 1 million 500 thousand rubles (equal to 45 thousand dollars approximately). Undoubtedly, in case the state sought to demonstrate its will to protect the creditors’ economic interests by means of this mechanism, the materiality element would be omitted as precluding prosecution of the criminal whose act happened to cause loss in a less amount. Another issue, and this shall be additionally discussed below, is the mens rea element, which, in the personal opinion of the author, based on her own practical experience, may become an impassable complication for the justice system to ‘reach’ the criminal. In the present particular case the wording of 176 requires the investigator to prove that the false documents/information were knowingly presented to the potential creditor. Knowingly in this case means that the criminal knew that the data was false and purposefully presented exactly this data with the explicit purpose to misinform in order to receive the credit on preferential terms, based on such misinformation. Omission of this part of mens rea would additionally show the state’s intent to reach such criminal by any chance regardless of his thought’s direction, as well as the intent to simultaneously implement its preventive function (deterring role mentioned above with reference to Germany).

Section 177 is another example of dubious approach demonstrated by the legislator, in case the intent of the latter was to protect creditors’ economic interests. The materiality element present in this section as well, thus potentially leaving creditors entitled to the amount less than 1 million 500 thousand rubbles outcast (i.e. without the protection sought). If the creditors’
interests were the cornerstone of this provision, a question arises then, why ones whose claims’
value is less than 1 million 500 thousand rubles, are put in the worse position compared to
those, who are owed more than the amount named? Further, the evasion of payment must be
‘malicious’. First, it is a category subject to the court’s individual perception of the case
circumstances. Of course, Russian precedent law partially gives the answer to this question (see
the relevant paragraph of the thesis), it defines some criteria based on which the court may
decide the evasion was malicious, but is has no binding force and finally the judgment can
always depend on the individual opinion and subjective conclusions of the judge (depending on
the circumstances of the case, of course). Second, creditors are anyway at loss, as they have to
wait longer for their money, under the risk that finally the judge would not find that the evasion
was “malicious” by its nature. Thus omission of the “maliciousness” requirement as well could
show the strong incentive of the state to provide unconditional protection to creditors’ money.

The same problem of the materiality element appears in part II of Section 195, 196 and
197. Under 195/II the damages caused by unlawful preferential satisfaction of a claim (claims),
committed when any of insolvency indicators is evident to the criminal, must amount to not less
than 1 million 500 thousand rubles. Damages caused by willful commission by the head of the
organization of any act or acts intended to lead the company to bankruptcy (196), by willfully
committed false announcement of insolvency (197, and it should be noticed, the U.S. 157 does
not have the materiality element) must be of not less than the said amount as well. All the above
taken into account, the author cannot agree with the opinion generally accepted in the Russian
criminal law doctrine, that the legal goods supposed to be protected by the said sections are
“creditors’ economic interests”.

The contrary trend was followed by Germany. Sections 283-283 provided in one single
Chapter 24 “Offenses in the state of insolvency” of the German Penal Code demonstrate a
systematic approach of the German legislator to the criminality issues in the field of bankruptcy
and business conduct in general. The substance of each section leaves no doubt that the state
shall severely punish every wrongful act, causing or potentially causing detriment to creditors. Seemingly draconian, criminal provisions of the German Penal Code, in the author’s view, are designed not only to severely punish the wrongdoer, but also to deter dreamers from starting their business administration career without the due knowledge of rules they would have to follow to properly manage the business, and the knowledge of the importance of creditors’ economic interest, of the importance of those to the state and the state’s economy.

Besides observations and conclusions based on the comparative analysis of German and American criminal bankruptcy law, given that to follow the American approach now seems to be impractical and ineffective for Russia, due to the lasting and not complete process of formation of the bankruptcy system in Russia (although in perspective, when the state has already built the ‘mother system’ and realized in full which subrelations within it require most the protection under criminal law, the systematic approach of the United States, in the ultimate result protecting both the system itself and as consequence the creditors’ interests, would be the best model to follow, however, the model be adjusted inclusive of the suggestions finally made by the researcher); given that creditors’ overwhelming control over the business coupled with almost unlimited liability of the management may lead to stagnation of economy or creation of additional restraints for the economic growth of Russia; meanwhile taken into account that partially Russia has followed the German approach in the field and has lots of similarities with German legal system in general, in the criminal law field and in criminal law provisions on bankruptcy in particular, the author has the following suggestions and practical solutions Russian criminal law could possibly employ in the nearest future.

1. Mens rea element. One of the main elements of bankruptcy crimes, requiring specific attention of an investigator for the purpose of giving correct and complete qualification of the criminal’s act, is the mens rea element. Every provision on bankruptcy or bankruptcy related crime described above underlies direct or indirect intention. It means that investigator is bound to prove that at the moment of committing of act or a bunch of acts the criminal was aware of the
social danger of this act (acts, or failure to act), foresaw the possibility of socially dangerous effect of his act (acts), and either willed for this effect (outcome), which would mean he acted with direct intent, or at least consciously presumed this effect might take place, or treated it indifferently, which would mean he acted with indirect intent. Thus, hypothetically under Russian criminal law a criminal is presumed to commit a bankruptcy crime, or a bankruptcy related crime, keeping in mind the interests and stability of the bankruptcy system of Russia, the bankruptcy procedure rules, the interests of creditors (including a state as one of them) etc, foresee the outcome of his act (acts) relevant to all these institutions (creditors, bankruptcy system etc.), and desire his act or acts inflict on these institutions negatively, or presume this effect may take place and treat it indifferently. The investigator, relevantly to any of the crimes in question, would inevitably face the problem of proving both forms of guilt of the criminal, because of the following circumstances.

First, white collars are typically well legally educated. Criminal law has always been the most serious threat to their social welfare, and its provisions they certainly learn in the first turn. The best option in case of criminal proceedings against them would be to deny any attitude to the criminal effect of their business activities, and the best response to the investigator and the court would exclude any suggestion of guilt, would imply the good faith merchandising, business-oriented and sometimes risky decision-making process and best commercial intent – to yield higher profit, to save company’s assets, to protect business etc. White collars would always seek to persuade the investigator/prosecutor/the judge they are the guards of the business and of the shareholders’ property, and any their activities are intended to develop/maintain/save it. The pure evidence of the criminal nature of the schemes used (e.g. when CEO transfers all the property to a legal entity, the only shareholder of which is CEO himself) would be denied with the explanation that separation of assets and liabilities was necessary to protect the business, with an addition that the nearest plan of them was to cover the debt as soon as possible after the financial standing improves, or reintegrate the assets back into the business after the threat disappears.
Thorough evidence provided in the course of the investigation proceedings would, of course, diminish the negative effect of such legal literacy of the criminals, given that the criminal needs not in every single case admit his guilt. However, the practical approach demonstrates the contrary. The prosecution offices in some regions would hinder the transmission of the case to the court and pull it back to the investigation officer in case the criminal has not admitted the guilt officially, whatever strong the proof presented in the materials of the case. Such formal approach would be one of the numerous obstacles to the effective enforcement of the relevant criminal provisions and would provide white collars with another tool against the state and its mechanisms regulating this type of business relations.

Secondly, even if the criminal decides to speak, it can be hardly imagined that while organizing/committing a crime he had any presumptions about the stability of the credit/financial system of the Russian Federation, of the bankruptcy relations protected by the state, of the interests of the creditors treated as the target of the crime (i.e. when he knowingly seeks to inflict harm to these interests). Typically white-collars would act in their own commercial/financial interest irrelevant and irrespective of any other circumstances and consequences, and least of all would generalize their intent to the extent of the State’s interests’ and rules’ scale. So each pattern of guilt – either in the form of direct intent, or in the form of indirect intent, would raise lots of insoluble complications for the practitioner, since to prove the intent precisely targeting the interests of the Russian Federation and of the creditors would be almost impossible.

One of the options could be the extension of the limited use of the objective imputation doctrine to the crimes in question. The Russian criminal law doctrine and the law itself do not recognize the phenomenon of the objective imputation (“strict liability” doctrine in the U.S.)\textsuperscript{178}, insisting on the essential nature of the psychological component of the guilt – the attitude of the criminal to his own conduct. However, despite numerous theoretical discussions and section 28 of the Criminal Code, the objective imputation has its specific implication and application in practice. A self-descriptive example is part 4 of section 111 of the Criminal Code. The 111

section itself makes a person liable for infliction of grievous harm to health, and part 4 stipulates that infliction of such harm which negligently caused death of the victim. The section 111 itself suggests a direct or indirect intent of the criminal to his act of injuring a victim, while the fourth part of it allows to prosecute the criminal even when his intent with regard to major consequence – death of a person – was lower than required by the other parts of the section, his negligent attitude to the consequence already would constitute the crime (along with other elements of the corpus delicti, of course). Following the logic of the law described above, he needs not be aware of the social threat of his physical act (of injuring another person), but the possibility of socially dangerous consequences of his act must be foreseen, and the actor arrogantly (without any grounds) count on prevention of such consequences; otherwise the possibility of these consequences is not required to be foreseen, while if he acted prudently and with due care should and could have been foreseen. So, due to the higher danger of the crime (under 111/4), in order to undoubtedly prosecute the criminal, with regard to the grievous consequences of the crime the legislator has lowered the requisite level of the ‘intent’. The same treatment of the “intent requirement” can be traced in part 3 of section 206 of the Code.

So despite the said neglect of the objective imputation principle, it works in Russian realms, on limited occasions though. The social danger of economic crimes, in view of the author, is critically high. The loan not repaid by one debtor would cause most evident negative effect on the other part of the finance circulation chain, and the whole economy would suffer from detriment when such acting becomes systematic and even typical of major business players. Under such circumstances, taking into consideration high legal literacy of potential criminals, and nowadays well-known schemes to avoid criminal liability, the author would propose to consider the possibility of exemption the investigation apparatus from a duty to prove the intent of white-collars in bankruptcy and bankruptcy related crimes. In view of the author, it would potentially force the business actors or those planning to run the business to treat their duties,

---

especially with regard to their creditors and other market players, with due care and prudence. Another option could be the German model, the best example of the disciplining effect and positive impact of lower (negligence, gross negligence) mens rea requirement.

2. Actus reus. The actus reus constituent element for all bankruptcy crimes is significant (material, serious) detriment as negative consequence of the crime, the damage caused should amount to a sum not less than one million five hundred thousand rubbles. In view of the author, this element should not be determinative for this kind of crimes for the same reason – due to the highest social danger of the same, thus should not be an obstacle in reaching the criminal. For some crimes, like defined by Sections 177, 195-197 of the Russian Criminal Code a softer option could be the German solution, i.e. to use any of the criteria (another softer option – imply the application of all criteria altogether) named in part 6 of Section 283 of the German Penal Code.

3. Solutions suggested by the studied regimes.

Section which practitioners typically rely on to reach the criminal, who on the eve of bankruptcy concealed the debtor’s assets, alienated assets in any imaginable manner, is 196, although it clearly reads that the criminal, in the absence of any insolvency signs (evident to him), must know that his acting in this manner would cause insolvency for the debtor, and will for the debtor become insolvent. In other words, the final purpose of the criminal under 196 must be to lead the company to insolvency, and not to gain financial or other kind of benefits, what in fact is the usual case. Meanwhile, the wording 283 part 2 and 3 of the German Penal Code suggest (given the presumption of negligence by Section 283 is implied), could provide a more precise, distinct and clear description of actus reus in fact implied in such case.

4. A good disciplining measure for Russian businessmen could be an insertion into the Russian Criminal Code of 283b The German Penal Code contains. Typically misuse of accounts, falsification or destruction of those is considered to be a method of committing any of the crimes above, of any of the economic crimes in general. It could be a good effort to force businessmen and accountants (under Russian criminal law it is possible accountant be considered
as a criminal with a primary role or as an accomplice, but in any case his unlawful acting may be punished as well) to refrain from employing such method, since the limits of their liability would be thus broadened.

5. Another solutions. Finally, a solution none of the studied regimes offers, but one Russian bankruptcy system urgently needs in view of the author, is the criminal law provisions, imposing liability on a trustee for any act (acts, failure to act) which caused diminution of the estate, the right to administer which he was vested in, committed knowingly in the course of bankruptcy proceedings (no materiality element in actus reus part, no “fraudulent intent” element in mens rea part). Russian bankruptcy system, in view of the author, could be better equipped in the process of building its relations with trustees, the experts in the field of law and finance, who in the recent twenty years have become the weakest link in the Russian bankruptcy system and a most appropriate tool employed by criminal business, if such mechanism of prosecuting them was available.

The proper wording of the proposed amendments, the issues of proper placing of bankruptcy crimes provisions in the Code, the issues of their applicability and interpretation, of their proper correlation with relative bankruptcy law provisions, however, could be the subject and purpose of another research.
Conclusion

The purpose of the research was to study and analyze the main issues of criminal law provisions on bankruptcy and bankruptcy related crimes practitioners of the United States, Germany and Russia have to know and deal with in order to investigate criminal bankruptcy cases and combat criminality in the field of bankruptcy, and based on comparative analysis of those provisions to find out if the United States and Germany regimes may suggest appropriate solutions for the Russian Federation, and what these solutions could be.

In the course of the analysis the author realized that from the criminal law perspective the American and German approaches significantly differ. American criminal law provisions, namely, Sections 152-157 of the United States Code, as was found, are primarily designed to protect bankruptcy system of the United States, its integrity and efficacy, in the second (or any other) place are concerned with the creditors’ economic interests. By means of these provisions American legislator demonstrated its focus on proper functioning of bankruptcy system as its major concern, and that every pattern of this system (i.e. members, institutions, their tasks, interests and activities, procedures initiated or followed to implement the tasks or protect the interests) is significant to the state and is under its strong protection.

German criminal law provisions (Chapter 24 of the German Penal Code) showed no such intent to secure the bankruptcy system as such, Sections 283-283d were designed to protect creditors’ interests, i.e. the money they credited to the business. Additionally in the German criminal law on bankruptcy the author revealed the strong incentive of the state to implement not only the punitive function via relative criminal law provisions, but unlike the United States to fulfill the task of preventing criminality in bankruptcy via the deterring role of these provisions. For the sake of creditors’ assets’ security German law calls the management for due care and prudence in the course of managing affairs of the entities they head, under the permanent risk of almost unlimited liability and social stigma.
Russian criminal bankruptcy law neither primarily protects Russian bankruptcy system, nor in the first place seeks to protect creditors or debtors. The scholars’ opinions about the legal goods relative sections on bankruptcy and bankruptcy related crimes are designated to protect, split, however, both above named types of legal goods are mentioned among such. Regardless of the legal goods the relative sections are designated to protect, the sections themselves are not united under one chapter, and to be efficiently employed for the purpose of combating criminality in the field of bankruptcy, should undergo modifications. First of all, the essentiality of mens rea part should be reconsidered, the intent requirement be replaced by negligence or gross negligence, another, better in view of the author option is application of strict liability doctrine. Secondly, materiality requirement present in most of bankruptcy and bankruptcy related crimes, should be abolished or amended, replaced by materiality requirements applied in part 6 of Section 283 of the German Penal Code. Thirdly, due to the unsound application of Section 196 of the Russian Criminal Code the author suggested to replace current wording of the norm with the wording of Section 283 (relative to part 2 and 3). Finally, the author suggested to impose on a trustee special liability for any act (acts, failure to act) which caused diminution of the estate, the right to administer which he was vested in, committed knowingly in the course of bankruptcy proceedings (no materiality element in actus reus part, no “fraudulent intent” element in mens rea part). Due to the recent changes in Russian criminal law provisions on punishment, and the trend towards mitigation of punishment for economic crimes and particularly bankruptcy crimes the government follows at present, towards ‘pardoning’ policy and quite predictable criminalization of business sector, the author refrained from any suggestions on the matter.

Although German provisions are to some degree similar to Russian, the German way of vesting almost overall control over the assets of the debtor to creditors and putting almost unlimited criminal liability on debtor’s management seems to be capable of leading the economy to stagnation, or create additional psychological and social restraints for the development of Russian legitimate business initiatives. In the meanwhile, the author found efficient to follow the
American model, i.e. to structure and formulate relative criminal provisions, keeping to the main goal to protect the integrity and efficacy of the bankruptcy system of the country in general first, then all other legal goods as auxiliary categories to go under protection. However, at present to incorporate the same provisions seems impracticable, as the bankruptcy system of Russia itself is in the process of formation, is yet to undergo modifications, it as well concerns the legislation on bankruptcy. Thus blind copying of American criminal law provisions would cause creation of ab initio ‘dead’ norms, while the process of detection of the Russian bankruptcy system’s weakest parts is not complete. Upon identification of those we could additionally protect these fields by the power of criminal law, having followed the American approach in general.

Due to the complexity of the subject matter of the research and a large number of issues unrevealed and/or uncovered yet, due to the needed detailed wording of the suggested amendments, analysis of the issues of proper placing of amended and/or added provisions in the Code, analysis of the issues of their applicability and further interpretation by business actors and law-enforcement authorities, of their proper correlation with relative bankruptcy law provisions, the author finds the topic full of fields requiring further advanced research.
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